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ABSTRACT

A number of problems related to th_ design, construction and

evaluation of an autonomous roving planetary vehicle and its control and

operating systems intended for an unmanned exploration of Mars have been

under study. Broad problem areas receiving attention include: vehicle

' configuration, dynamics, control, systems and propulsion; systems analysis;

terrain sensing and modeling and path selection; and chemical analysis of
samples.

The following tasks have been under active study: design,

construction and testing of a 0.5 scale dynamic vehicle, mathematical

x ] modeling of vehicle dynamics, experimental 0.4 scale vehicle dynamics L

_ measurements and interpretation, propulsion and deployment systems, electro-
- mechanical control systems, remote control systems, collapsibility and de-

" ] ployment concepts and hardware, design, construction and evaluation of a

! wheel with increased lateral stiffness, systems design optimization, design

of an on-board computer, design and construction of a laser rangefinder,

measurement of reflectivity of sands and other surfaces, obstacle perception

by edge detection, terrain modeling based on gradients, obstacle classifica-
L

tlon, path selection sy&tem simulation and evaluation of a mld-range and a
_ short-range system, gas chromatograph systems design concepts, experimental

i _ chromatograph separation measurements, and chromatograph model improvement
! L and evaluation.

' • These tasks are defined in detail and the progress which has

• been achieved 4uring the period July i, 1973 to June 30, 1974 is summarized.
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Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System

and Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration

I. Introduction

Current national goals in space exploration include a detailed study and

examination of the planet Mars. The effectiveness of M_rs exploration missions

would be enhanced according to the extent to which the investigative devices which

are landed are mobile, to the range of their mobility, and to the ability to control

their motion. In order to achieve basic mission objectives, and beyond that, to

maximize the return on the commitment of resources to the mission, formidable techni-

: cal problems must be resolved. The major factor contributing to these problems is

: the round trip communications time delay between martian and earth control stations
which varies from a minimum of about 9 minutes to a maximum of 25 minutes. This time

delay imposes stringent requirements on the vehicle, on its control and communication

_, i systems and on those systems included on board to make the scientific measurements,
in terms of their ability to function autonomously. These systems must be able to

" operate with a high degree of reliability and must be capable of calling for earth

. i control under appropriate circumstances.
!

A number of important problems originating with these factors and relating

p directly the basic mission objectives of an unmanned exploration of Mars have beeni . and are currently being investigated by a faculty-student project team at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute with the support of NASA Grant NGL-33-OI8-Cgl.

i II In addition to the technical objectives, the project is intended to involve

_ students in meaningful design and problem-solving activities and by so doing to en-

{ I" hance thelr formal education in the are_ of design.This progress report describes the tasks which have been undertaken and

i documents the progress which has been achieved in the interval July i, 1973 to

|" June 30, 1974 in addition to appraising the educational implications of the project.

r

: II. Ove_Jie w of the F-oject

i [
The tasks which have been undertaken and which are proposed to be pursued

i in the future have been selected on the basis of their relevance to an unmanned

I mission of exploration of Mars. This mission is conceived as involving an autonomousroving laboratory capable of a range of at least 1000 kilometers and a mlnimum opera-

tional life of one year. A performance exceeding these specifications would be

desirable to gain a maximum return on the national investment. While the majorpurpose of the early mission is to establish whether or not life at any level exists

_ or has existed on Mars, an understanding of chemical, mineral and geological nature

of the planet is desired to provide the knowledge required in establishing the origin

I of the solar these knowledge of the planet
system. Beyond objectives, a more thorough

, will provide a basis for appraising Mars as a resource of critical materials for earth

in the very. long run.

I In achieving these goals, a roving laboratory which is able to relocate

itself autonomously on t_ lanet surface under limited instructions from earth is

I essential if a thorough exploration is to be effected. Such a roving laboratory mustbe able to navigate to new positions as specified by instructions from earth with a
minimum of "on-line" earth control. Indeed "on-llne" control would involve an ex-

tremely slow process because of the round-trlp delay time for information transfer.!
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Accordingly, one essential prerequisite to a successful mission is developme,:t of

I an effective path selection system which includes scanners and sensors capable of

i identifying obstacles or terrain features as being either passable or impassable I
for the vehicle as well as the software and on-board computers required to process

the information. Such a system must be sensitive to potentially dangerous terrain

features which the vehicle may not be able to resolve under which conditions a call

for earth assistance must be made. Although early missions or at least a portion

of a first mission would involve "safe" martian regions, a second major prerequisite

i' is that the roving vehicle must have an acceptable obstacle and terrain negotiation i
capability. Sooner or later, the desire to explore "difficult" regions of the planet

must be satisfied. High maneuverability and ability for the vehicle to extricate |
itself from difficult circumstances are esser_al characteristics.

The roving vehicle will be a means to an end rather than an end in itself

in that it will house, protect, transport and allow to function a number of instru-

I ments and devices which will make the desired scientific observations. Equipped _

with TV camera, the vehicle will make available to earth observers detailed views

of the planet surface. Devices such as arms, manipulators and scoops will gather

I desired samples and deliver them to the on-board laboratory for processing. Other

i instruments will measure temperature, winds, magnetic fields, gravitational fields,

etc. directly. Still other instruments may be deployed at strategic locations

for extended observations. The information, which may receive some preliminary

I i processing on an on-board computer, will then be transmitted to earth. In turn,earth control will transmit additional instructions or may alter basic instructionsi

i 1- on the basis of the knowledge gained.

l!

Although the scientific instruments which will be required to achieve the
fundamental mission knowledge goals are crucial components, the means of housing,

_ protecting and transporting them safely over the martian surface is a prerequisite
_ to a successful mission.

i r The major emphasis at Rensselaer has been directed to the roving vehicle[ and to the systems required for reliable and safe relocation of the vehicle to per-
mit a full execution o2 mission objectives. Beyond ta_ks originating with this

, _ major emphasis, we hay_ undertaken the study of one key component of a chemical

[ analysis system, namely, the gas chromtograph.
f

A. Vekicle Configuration I Control I Dynamics, Systems and PropulsionThe objective of this task is the design of a roving vehicle for '_

the exploration of Mars. This design includes the aspects of
, vehicle configuration, collapsibility for launch configuration, _

• [ deployment, dynamics, motion and attitude control, obstacle nego- i

i tlatlon capability, and performance evaluation. The efforts of
L

this task are made within the context of the mission definition

and delivery system constraints. The ultimate goal is the develop-ment of a vehicle capable of operating within the constraints of

the Mars mission, but flexible in design, to insure reliability

i with respect to the unknowns of Mars, and to acconnnodate thealterations in the mission as a result of information gathered _

during the exploration. "_:

B. General One major objective of this task is _ _;,.Systems Analysis.

to develop a framework within which decisions in design involving ,_
conflicting requizements can be made rationally and in the context __i

I of the whole system and mission. Relationships between alternative4o_. nrnf_!es and specifications and weight, energy and space
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I allocation and management will be sought.

I The second major objective is to develop the software and hardware
design specifications for the on-board computer of a Mars roving
vehicle and to provide computer support for the vehicle task.

I

C. Surface Navigation and Path Control. Onc_ the capsule is landed _ i
and'the rovlng vehicle is in an operational state, it is neces-

sary that the vehicle can be directed to proceed under remote

1 control from the landing site to specified positlons on the martian i _ I
surface. This task is concerned with the problems of terrain sens-

lug, obstacle detection, terrainmodeling, path selectlon and navi- 1 _'_ igation between the initial and terminal sites when major terrain
features precluding direct paths are to be anticipated. On board

decision making capability must be designed to minimize earth control

1 respons_ility except in themost adverse clrcumstances. 'I "il

D. Chemical Analysis of _ecimens. A major objective of martian surface
explorationwill be to obtain chemical, biochemical or biological

It information. Many experiments proposed for the mission require a
general duty, gas chrc_otgraph-mass spectrometer system for chemical

analysis. The objective of this task is to generate fundamental

l data and concepts required to optimize this chemical analysis sytem.

III. Summary £f Results '

Task A. Vehicle Configuration, Control, Dynamics, Systems and Propulsion o_

This broad task has been subdivided into'the following subtasks: experi-
mental and analytical studies of vehicle dynamics; detailed design of structural ._
components; deoign= of deployment hardware; motor drive and mechanical transmission

details; development of launch a ld deployment procedure; wheel testerconfiguratlon
and grouser design; wheel analysis; detai_ed wheel design and construction; on-

board controls for steering, motor drive for levelizing, deployment and emergency

maneuvers; radio link for remote operation; and remote control station and trans-mitter design.

A.I. Vehicle Structure and Dynamics
A.l.a. Experimental and Analytical Studies of Vehicle Dynamics

[ -Physical characteristics such as spring constants, damping con-
stants and moments of inertia of the 0.4 scale vehicle model were

measured exper_entally. A three dimensional, three degree-of-

freedom mathematical model was developed and its predictions werecompared with the dynamic behavior of the model. Satisfactory

agreement was observed indicating that the mathematical model can

Ii be used as a design tool to obtain desired dynamic characteristics.Extensions of the mathematical model have been Identified_ No

further work is planned pending dynamic testing of the 0.5 scale ._,.

Ii' rovingvehicle.
A.l.b. Structural Components

._/_

I All structural components for the 0.5 scale model including front
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and rear struts, payload box, torsion bar assembly, front axle,

front steering gear box, payload levelers, motor drive system

and all other required components were designed, constructed

and assembled in an operating roving vehicle.

A.l.c. Deployment Hardware

A concept for deploying the front and rear wheels was developed,

designed, constructed and implemented on the 0.5 scale roving

vehicle. One unique feature is that this deployment scheme makes

use only of motors required for mission operations.

A.l.d. Motor Drive and Mechanical Transmission Details

The propulsion system including motors, gear train, feedback

control of motor speed and supporting electronics to provide _ .
proper drive wheel speed in relation to steering, (see Task A.4.a.)p

was designed, constructed and implemented on the 0.5 scale roving

vehicle. One unique feature of this system is that the feedback

t control makes brakes unnecessary.

A.2. Launch Configuration and Deployment Procedures

, The previous launch configuration concept was modified in order to per-

mit a simpler deployment procedure. The new configuration remains consistent

with Viking capsule constraints a_d yields a satisfactory center of gravity
location.

A.3. Wheel Design and Testluz

A.3.a. Wheel Tester and Grouser Design

i
_ Three alternative grouser concepts were tested in depth. A

knobly tread grouser was selected and implemented in the 0.5

. scale roving vehicle.

| A.3.b. Wheel Analysis

_ A modified wheel design was developed to increase the lateral "stiffness of the wheel. The final design met specifications and

was implemented on the 0.5 scale roving vehicle.

[ A.3.c. Detail WheelDeslgn and Construction :_!.

The improved wheel design develcped under Task A.3.b. was

implemented on the 0.5 scale roving vehicle. Testing of the /I
vehicle confirmed the effectiveness of the design.

I A.4. Radio Control

A.4.a. On-Board Electrical Controls

I A system for controlling the steerlflg, propulsion, payload and
strut motors with digital input has been conceived, constructed

! .
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and implemented. The system involves digltal/analog converters
and analog speed and position feedback.

A.4.b. Radio Link

Frequency shift key encoding is used with walkie-talkies to pro-

vide a I00 bit/see radio llnk to the vehicle. The system has

been designed, constructed and implemented on the 0.5 scale roving
vehicle.

A.4.c. Remote Control Station and Transmitter Design

A remote control package interfacing with the vehicle via the radio

lluk has been designed, constructed and implemented in conjunction

with the 0.5 scale roving vehicle. This station permits manual,

I, open-loop control of the vehicle.
2

"i: Task B. General Systems Analysis ,
l

! B.I. System-Modelln_ and Design Optimization !

i Optimal designs have been developed for three major alternativeI models i.e. four-wheeled vehicle with either direct earth link or

an orblter-earth link and a six-wheeled vehicle with direct earth !

i T link. The method by which to obtain optimal design for these and
I other cases has been developed in general terms. Methods for deter- '

mining the sensitivity of the optimal designs to perturbation of

design parameters have also been developed, This task is now complete

1 and a technical report was issued in June, 1974. ""_

B.2. On-Board Computer Design I

'. Previous work in this area involved the use of a statistical approach _z
' using queuing theory and random variables to study the average be-

! [. havior of th_ computer-vehlcle system. This study identified a

higher level problem in design of an on-board computer, namely the i
need to define computer design specifications both in regard to soft- ""

ware and hardware prior to the computer design process. The present

!• task is aimed at defining the software and hardware specifications for

an on-board computer. It is assumed that all control and scheduling

decisions will be provided autonomously. The goal will be to synthesize

" a design that will meet the lowest realizable specification bound.Ultimately, volume, weight, cost, power requirements and heat generation
will have to be optimized to meet mission requirements. Alternative

hardware and software configurations will have to be considered andI-

, __ trade-oils evaluated.

Task C. Surface Navigation and Path Control >

This task deals with problems of terrain sensing, terrain modeling, CI_
| obstacle detection, path selection algorithms and evaluation of path eolect£_ • _
l systems. Active tasks are: design and construction of a laser range finder,

measurement of bidirectional reflectance ratios, three dimensional obstacle _

I recognition, terrain parameter estimation from gradient data, laser ranks %_finder scanning systems and path selection system evaluation. :t_
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C.1. Laser RanRe Finder

C.l.a. Construction of a Laser Range Finder

A laser pulse generator employing a laser diode for fast rise

time and incorporating a coaxial sy_mnetz_/to _inimize circuit
inductance was constructed and shown to have a 28 nanosecond

current rise time• A dhotomultlplier tube was selected as a

receiver and prelimil.ary measurements indicate a light pulse
10-90% rise time of 15 nano,,econds. It is believed that with

modification, even lower light pulse rise times will be obtained.

C.l.b. Surface Reflectivlty and laser Range Finder Power Requirements

The quantities which must be measured to provide meaningful data

for purposes of defining minimum laser range finder power was

determined and a test apparatus was constructed. Surface reflec-

tlvitles for several sands and for copper were measured and are

reported.

C.2. Obstacle Classification and Detection and Terrain Modeling

L C.2.a. Obstacle Identification b_ Edge Detection

!

Two algorithms, one already existing in the literature and a

second developed in this stud_, were used to obtain the outlines

of obstacles from a range image. Both of these algorithms require

a thresholdlng operation. A theoretical analysis shows how a

proper value of the threshold may be chosen given the type of ir-

regularity to be detected. The analysis also shows how large the
statistics of measurement noise can be allowed without leading to

false alarms. Computer simulations of these schemes have demon-

i strated their feasibility. The related problems of scanning
_. scheme determination, the effect of reduced n_ber of data points

and bottom edge detection have been explored providing a bas%s

.: for future investigation.

a
C.2.b. Parameter Estimation for Terrain Modeling from Gradient Data

| A two step modeling procedure employing height, location and

gradient data computed from sixteen raw data points was developed. ,
The resulting terrain model is a thlrd degree, two dimensional

]_ polynomial. The two step modeling process is used to gi.e properemphasis to the measured gradient as well as height. A complete

error analysis has been developed which provides the standard

T deviations of height and gradient for simulated models. Finally,

-i_ a computer program has been produced which simulates the scanning
process, takes rangefinder readings, forms polynomial models,

carries out ,Le error analysis and compares the modeled results

i with the actv,_, surface and gradient.

C.2.c. Obstacle and Terrain Classification _ "" .

= A classification of landforms by basic size and shape was de-

veloped, o_ the assumption of no restrictions on the size or

i capabilities of the actual vehicle. The present classificationorganizes obstacles into some basic classes depending on the
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magnitude of the height to width and/or depth of the obstacle.

Some more complex parameters are suggested for further refine-

ment. Other factors to be considered in defining slope obstacles

are the shear strength and flotation properties of the surface
soil.

Recommendations for refining the classification system are made.

These will involve consideration o_ the vehic]e's relationship
to the terrain with such ft.ctors as the orientation of the obstacle

with respect to the vehicle and the vehicle's inability to see the
far side of the obstacle.

C.3. Path Selection System Development and Evaluation

A reliable but efficient procedure for evaluating proposed terrain

I' sensing and path selection concepts has been further refined and

applied• This procedure involves a series of tests which increase

_ in complexity and sophistication from elementary single obstacle
1 encounters to complex, multi-obstacle tests with and without
i sensor and vehicle motion noise A proposed mid-range _ensor sys-i •

tem involving laser sweeps in the plane of the vehicle was investi-

gated and found to have some significant but potent:ally curable

•! I . defects. A short range system, (_ 3 meter), was propose_ . a
preliminary evaluation was obtained• The simulation w ified to

accept a non-zero vehicle width• Plans were formulat improving

I i the program documentation and for implementing an exi computer
! monitoring program to increase execution efficiency.

{ Task D. Chemical Analysis of Specimens

i D.I. Chromatograph System Characteristics
t o I

These studies were intended to provide chromatograph design

techniques a,d guides using simulation models currently under

I• development. Specific studies included I) a quantitative defini-

tion of chromatograph performance under a given set of circumstances;

and 2) a study of the effect of system parameters upon performance

I using simulation. Resolution as often used in the literature as anindex of performance and based on moment analysis was shown to repre-

sent inadequately separations in multicomponeut systems because the

i definition was insensitive to chemical composition. A definitionbased on each component's contribution to the area under a chromato-

graph peak was shown to represent realistically the performance of

, a chromatograph. System simulation showed trends of parame _r effects,

I heretofore described qualitatively, could be easily predicted quanti-'_ tatively.

D,2. Chromatograph Simulation De._velopment

D.2.a. Hulticomponent ChTo_atography .'" ,

I" Hodlficat[_s to the chromatographi 9 test facility resulted in
sharper input pulses for liquid samples and full scale chromatogram

'recordings which reduced relative reading errors by a factor of 3 or i!
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4 in some cases. To supplement pentane-heptane data on the porous
Chromosorb-102 colman, which deviated appreciably from linear
superpositior, predictions, additional experiments were conducted

on two nonporous colt=nns. A Carbowax-1500 colmmn failed to separate

the two chemicals because values of the thermodynamic parametpr mR 0
were t¢o similar. A DES column separated the two components and

superposition of oure component data was an excellent representation

of the binary da: . F,irther experiments with ethylene and pentane-
heptane on Chromosorb 102 showed that the observed nonlinear effects

were composition dependent. Chromatograms were well represented if

i the compositions were low. A nonlinear adsorption isotherm was pro-

posed to account for these observations.

D.2.b. ChromatograEh Model Improvement

A recently released technical report documented a more complete

chromatcgraph model which included intravarticle as well as inter-

, particle transport effects and f te rates of adsorption. Mathe-
_ matical complexity precluded analytical solution¢, so numerical

" i techniques were investigated. Orthogonal collocatiu.l was applied
to two simplified versions of t_e model which had known analytic

solutions• Comparison between the exact and numerical solutions was

i then possible• Space discretizations using 15 to 21 elements havei . represented responses for the simple models well. Preliminary in=

vestlgatlon of the more complete model showed computation time was
excessive, and practical implementation of orthogonal collocation as

I _I it was formulated in this study was impractical. Considering the

s _ [- results in Task D.2.a, it was proposed that this work be terminated
and that the simple, nonlinear model receive major attentlo_L.

't I_ .
t :

IV. Educational Implications

As noted earlier, one of the objectives of the project is to involve
engineering students in meaningful design and problem-solving activities enhancing,

therefore, their overall education. Over the past year, this project has been

i [ successful in attracting many students over and above those attracted by financial

_ I support. These students, who participate on the project in this fashion, not only

gain academic credit but also share in the challenge and the stlmulatzon offered

I by the program. This past year is no exception with a total of 26 students activelyinvolved in the project, only 14 of whom received some financial support. Of this

total, four were doctoral level, fourteen were master's level and seven were u,der-

i graduate level students. Three doctoral_ fourteen masters and fo-r undergraduatedegree programs were completed.

The student's reactions regarding _he educationa_ value continue to be

very positive as evidenced by the number of new students attracted each year. Thefaculty appraisal of value is also very high. The project provides a un_e learn-
ingexperience in an academic setting for a number o_ reasons.

First, all of the problems addressed by the students are relevant and
significant. The student realizes that the problem must be solved within the con-

stralnts that apply and not within artificial constzaints which wculd make thesolution relatlvely straightforward. Faculty attltudes and guidance are very im-

portant in this regard as are those of the technical monitors from Jet Propulsion

! • i
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Laboratory whose role is described below.

Second, the project is so organized and administered as to create a mean-

ingful industrial climate. The students are aware of the short and long-term techni-

cal objectives and of their role in the project. The problem of interfacing their

task with those tasks on which it impinges becomes painfully clear. They realize

that interfacing with other tasks is just as crucial a constraint as are the direct

technical objectives. The students are expected to plan their task, to formulate a

milestone schedule and to achieve their stated objectives. Even though the students

tend to be overly optimistic, they learn from this experience how to go about plan-

ning and exe=uting their assignments. The st_lents are required to make periodic
i

progress reports and to prepare such progress and technical reports as are necessary.

All in all, the students are experiencing the responsibilities of practicing engineers.

Third, progress review meetings involving _he project t_chnical monitors

from JPL and invited guests are held at approximately ten week intervals. These re-

view meetings are one of the most vital aspects of the project both from the techni-

cal and educational points of view. Students m_ke presentations of progress to the

group of monitors, guests, faculty and the other participating students. The progres_

is reviewed critically by all participants with appropriate comments and discussion.

These meetings develop the student's ability to prepare his materials, including

visual aids and demonstrations, to del_ver his presentation and to react to questions

and suggestions. The monitors and guests frequently provide a_ditiona) information,

knowledge and guidance which promotes the progress of the work. The progress review
meetings are of considerable value in maintaining steady and coordinated progress.

In sun_nary, the project has contributed substantially to the education of

I_ students and the professional growth of faculty interested in advanced
engineering

study in the area of design.

'_ i V. Detailed Summaries of Progress

Task A. Vehicle Confi_uration_ Cuntrol, Dynamics, Systems and Propulsion

_ The objective of this task is to design and construct an operational half-
_- i size demonstration model of a Mars roving vehicle to verify proposed concepts for:

i I. Cozlapsibility
2. Deployment

! 3. Controllability of propulsion and maneuvering

4. Obstacle negotiation capability

I 5. Payload carrying capability6. Operation by radio control i

Towards the accomplishment of this objective, the vehicle design task has

been organized into several subtasks headquartered in the Engineering Design Labora-

_ tory of the _chines and Structures Division. While these subtasks are intimately

, related and there is a good deal of interaction between the team members working on

them, each will be described separately in the following report, organized as follows:Q L

Task A.I. Vehicle Structure
A.l.a. Experimental and analytical studi_s of vehicle dynamics
A.l.b. Structural components

I A.l.c. Deployment hardware iA.l.d. Motor drive and mechanical transmission details
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Task A.2. Launch Configuration and Deployment Procedure

Task A.3. Wheel Design and Testing

A.3.a. Wheel tester and grouser design

A.3.b. Wheel analysis

A.3.c. Detail design and wheel construction

Task A.4. Radio Control

A.4.a. On-board electrlcal/electronic controls for steering, motor

drives for levelizing, deployment and emergency maneuvers

A.4.b. Radio llnk for remote operation

A.4.c. Remote control station and transmitter design

4, As a result of these tasks, two papers have been prepared, Ref. l
and 2, one of which is scheduled for publication.

$

- I Task A.I. Vehicle Structure - P. Marino, F. Gorton, D. Kern, M. Miecznikowsik,
I_ C. Deno, G. Scapellati, C. Eame, B. Morin,

B. Musig and G. Skevington

Faculty Advisor: Profs. G. N. Sandor, W. Moyer
{
A

V
A.l.a. Experimental and Analytical Studies of Vehicle Dynamics

i
_ Objective. To determine the dynamic response of the .4 size model and

develop a mathematical tool for the dynamic optimization of the forth-i

j coming half-size model and eventually the full-size prototype vehicle.

: Progress Summary. Physical characteristics, such as spring constants,
damping constants and moments of inertia of the .4 size vehicle model

I were measured experimentally. A three-dimensional three-degree-of-_- freedom mathematical model was developed, programmed for digital computa-
tion and its predictions compared with the dynamic behavior of the model.

Satisfactory agreement was found indicating th.t the mathematical model

I I can be used as a design toole Further extensions of the mathematical model

t to include more degrees of freedom have been outlined. A technical report

f covering this work has been issued, Ref. 3.
t

I Discussion. The dynamic analysis of the MRV was approached by two methods:

I; I. mathematicalmodeling2. physical testing
t

Initially the equations of motic of a three-dimensional, three-degree-of-

freedom (roll, pitch, vertical displacement) model was established. Then,
the measure of the physical characteristics of the 0.4 MRV model and dyna-

mic tests were conducted. Finally, a comparison of actual response with

the ma_hematically predicted response was made. The result showed the
mathematical model to be a basic design tool from which gross vehicle motions

may be predi:ted. It also may be expanded upon to develop a more sophisti-

r cared mathematical model. Figure i shows the schematic model. The wheelshave been replaced by springs and dashpots. This is the schematic from which

the mathematical model was developed.

| For simplicity, three degrees of freedom were considered. Vertical dis-

_ placement was an obvious choice since the MRV bouncing across Martian terrain
i
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will be carrying a scientific payload. Because of the "dragster" design

of the RPI-MRV, the vehicle center of gravity was located near the rear

wheel base far from the center of suspension. A natural pitching motion
was therefore introduced by the vehicle design. As a result, the mathema-

tical model also includes pitch motion. Finally, the movement of the MRV

over rocks and potholes easily introduced a rolling motion. Therefore,

with the three degrees of freedom chosen to be vertical displacement, roll,

' and pitch rotation, the development of the equations of motion proceeded.

SfmplifyinR Assumption s. In order to greatly simplify the equations of
motion, the MRV was considered to be a two-mass system: a rolling (spring)

L mass, and a non-rolling (unsprung) or fixed mass. Additionally, if a moving

coordinate system, x'y'z' fixed to the vehicle was adopted, the inertial

terms in the equations of motion would become much easier to determine.

Therefore, the coordinate system of Figure 2 was used. The xyz axis system

was fixed to the unsprung portion of the vehicle.

4. To determine the external forces and moments, the vehicle model assumed two

sets of virtual displacements:

i I. roll with vertical displacement, Fig. 3.
" 2. pitch with vertical displacement, Fig. 4.

J

The resulting equations are a set of second-order linear differential equa-m,1

tions to be solved simultaneously. A digital computer program titled,I I
. DYNAMO (from DYNAmic MOdels) was used to solve these equations.

J

i I Various terrain conditions may be simulated on the mathematical model. A

i _ I step input to the vehicle c.g. was simulated by assuming an initial con-

' _t dition on the vertical displacement. An initial condition on pitch dis-
i i placement simulates a step either to the front or rear wheel pair as would

•" | t

I be encountered by the vehicle's front wheels hitting a sudden difference in
elevation. Similarly an initial condition on roll displacement simulates a

' seep to either the right or left side wheel pair. A washboard terrain

effect can be modeled by equating the left side of the first equation of

_" motion to a sinusoidal forcing function of desired frequency and amplitude.

The c.g. response to various terrains may be simulated by equating the left

( i side of the corresponding equation of motion t the appropriate functlpn.

This mathametfcal model may be easily extended to:

" I. include a spring and damper to be located in the i

connection of the frame to the front axle, or

2. to consider wheels of different elastic properties.

It is planned to determine the dynamics of the 0.5 scale model experimentally

I! and to verify or modify this anal_tical mode] to assist in obtaining the,_ desired dynamic characteristics.

li A.l.b. StructuralComponents
Objective. Design and construction of the individual parts of the model

were to be completed early enough for assembly and testing of the vehicle "

by early May,
1974.

Progress. The full scale vehicle dimensions, and thus the half-scale

I" model dimensions, were firmly established. Designs and construction have !

,p
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been completed on the front steering gear box, the payload box, and the
front axle. Design and construction is also complete on the back and

front struts, the torsion bar assembly, and motor drive system.

' Front steering gear box. This component shown in Fig. 5a and 5b must

turn the front axle through the proper steering angles and, in the emer-

gency maneuver (flip over of the vehicle), pivots the front axle 180°

about the front struts. These two functions are accomplished by two self-

locking worm gear pairs at right angles to each other. One worm gear

pair governs the steering angle and the other controls the angle between

the front axle pivot and the vehicle's front struts. Being self-locking,

this design requires no brakes or other locking devices, and at the same _,_

time provides large gear reductions across each gear set.

Payload box. This component, Fig. 6, holds the scientific package, torsion
bar assembly, batteries, etc. It is also a main structural member of the

vehicle frame. It consists of an aluminum angle box frame with a 1/8"

'_ thick plexiglass skin. This construction allows visual inspection of con-

. i tents and mechanisms inside the payload box while the vehicle is being

i demonstrated.

i A.I.e. Deployment Hardwarei
!

_ Oblective. To finalize the design of hardware components which enable the

i I! 0.5 scale model vehicle to deploy. The design of these components is basedon the results of Task A.2., "Development of launch Configuration and De-

I ployment Procedure."

II ProKress Summary. The design and construction of deployment devices is
I

complete. Finalized detail design and bench testing of hardware was com-

pleted and fully implemented on the 0.5 scale model.

_- ! Discussion. The deployment system consists of four subassemblies. These!

are :

- the front axle flip-over mechanism, Fig. 5a and 5b,

• - the torsion bar assembly, Fig. 7, I0 and ii,

I - the front strut hinge and locking mechanisms, Fig. 8 and

I - the rear strut unfolding and locking mechanisms, Fig. 9.

The front axle fllp-over mechanism has been finalized, Fig. 5a and 5b.

It consists of a motor driving the front axle vis a worm-gear pair• The,_ torsion bar assembly, Fig. 6 and 7, which controls vehicle height and
payload attitude, and also takes part in deployment, is complete. Motors

I and gears have been selected, purchased and installed.

[
i The basic design of the front hinge and locking device is shown in Fig. 9. _,

This mechanism was constructed and bench-tested before it was incorporated

Ir intotheoverallaesir.
|_

Testing has shown the front end to be subject to unexpectedly high shock

I loadlngs. Modifications are underway to sustain these loads without mal-
l

funct ion.
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Fig. 5a. Front View of Steering and Front-Axle Flip-Over Mechanisms

I
Fig. 5b. Front-Qua;-ter View of Steering and Front-Axle Flip-Over

I Mechanisms

I
!
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Fig. 6.Payload box contains batteries, communication and control equipment, front &

rear-strut rotator and torsion-bar mechanisms.
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I Fig. 7. Torslon-bar assembZy for rear struts
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I Fig. i0. Torsion bar assembly and its motor drive fo1_ard strut attitude
motor is on far side of gear box, on the outside, near the

demonstrator's right hand.

i .

,
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Schedule. Detailed design of all parts had to be completed by mld-Februa_ 7
with fabrication of all parts completed some time in early May. This was

accomplished.

A.l.d. Motor Drive and Mechanical Transmission Details

Objective. To design the most advantageous main drive motor and gear
system for the half-scale model considering both physical and economic
constraints.

k

Progress. Motors have _een selected and procured. Design of the gear .
train, Fig. 12, 13, and 14,has been completed, tested, and installed.

Discussion. Based on tests and analysls of the previous 0.4 scale model,
power and torque requirements were established for the half-scale model.

_ With a selected design speed of approximately i mph the power required from _

each back wheel drive motor was set at 1/8 hp.

The market place was then searched for available motors. It was quickly
. i establJshed tha= torque motor types could not be used because of both their!

cost and their relatively high weight. It was also found that most other

motors that would meet specifications would have to be made to order. This

I" meant high price and long delivery delays.I
!

A solution was found in some government surplus aircraft control motors.

1 _ These motors could be obtained in a reasonable time and for a reasonableprice. They served our purpose with only slight modification. Because the

i _ speed of the motors is 7500 rpm and the speed of the wheel at I mph is
r approximately 20 rpm, a gear train is necessary wleh a ratio of between 300

I | and 400.
[

The desired gear ratio is obtained from two sets of gears, a primary set

I of spur gears and a secondary set of worm and wheel. The design and analysis
- I of the gear assembly is complete and has been implemented. There were no

major problems in this area. The actual performance meets or exceeds deslgn

_ [" goals.
Ib_

I A.2. Launch Confi_uratlon and Deployment Proc_edure - P. Marir_o ,.

•I Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor
@

Objective. To devise a launch configuration consistent witn Viking Aeroshell

| limitations which would allow simple and reliable deployment.
I

Progress Sun=nary. The basic launch configuration has been changed since last

_ year's design so as to simplify the d_ployment procedure. This configuration

is consistent with Viking capsule constraints and yields a satisfactory center
_! of gravity location, Fig. 15 and 16.

ii Discussion. Last year's launch configuration required some type o_ device to tlift the front section of the vehicle in order to put the Rover into its

operational mode. Investigation showed this to be a source of difficulty, due

Ii to the large torques required and because of strict space and weight restrlc- •tions. With this in mind, a new launch configuration was devised which _

enabled the motors and gearing associated with the torsion-bar assembly in the

t' I
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Fig. 14. Rear motor drive mechan_-smwithout

rear wheel mounted _

j

|
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i "payload to double as the source of power for deploying the front section
of the vehicle. This turned out to be an excellent soltclon to what

appeared as a potential problem.

To deploy from the launch-land configuration, Fig. 17, the front axle

flipping motor changes the angle between the front struts and ".e xxle to

its normal attitude, moving the steering axle into a vertical position.

The forward _trut attitude motor, Fig. I0, is then utilized to drive the
rear section of tne _orward strut ahead while the front wheels roll forward

on the ground, Fig. 18 and 19. Thi_ str_ighten_ _ front struts to a

position where the automatic latching devices, Fig. 20 and 21, lock the

articulation in the deployed positio_, Fig. 22. To deploy the rear wheels, "_

the strut-mounted individual rear-wheel propulsion drive motors are activa-
ted in the forward direction. As the rear wheels roll on the ground, they

straighten out the articulated rear struts, Fig. 23 and 24, while the pay- _
_ load box still rests on the ground. Once straightened out, the rear strut

articulation hinges are locked in the extended position, Fig. 24.

. _ By driving both front and rear struts downward, the payload is ,low raised

__ off the ground and the vehicle becomes fully operational, Fig. 25 and 26.

|_ A.3. Wheel Testing and Design - D. Kern, J. Harrison, C. Deno and
I G. Scapellati

L Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

A.3.a. Wheel Tester and Grouser Design

i I! 1_ RPlOb_ectlve'MRV.To determine the optimum grouser design for use on the

, Progress Summary. Several grouser designs have bee.J:tested on the

|_ wheel testing machine. One design w_s shown to be superior to the
_- | others and has been used on the half-size design.

" Discussion. Studies showed that the proportions of the old .2 scalei_ wheels were close to the desired proportions of the wheels for the

.5 scale model. These .2 scale wheels were used to conduct run-offs ..• between several grouser designs with respect to pulling power and also

dlstance/time with identical restraining loads. With the '
performance

aid of EDL's wheel testing equipment, Fig. 27, three alternative

grouser designs, Fig. 28, were tested in detail. As a result of this

_i program, the knobby tread was selected for implementation.k

A.3.b. Wheel Analysis

,_ [, Objective. To analyze the various possible wheel hoop configurations
and select the optimum design for the RPI MRV.

[ i
; Progress Summary. A wheel design has been chosen, constructed and

i tested, and proved to be superior to last year's wheel.

_ Discussion. Last year's circular hoop-spoke design proved to lack i
i _ sufficient lateral stiffness. During the 1973 summer, several hoop _

designs were constructed and analyzed. The best design with respect

I to lateral stiffness was chosen and was used on the wheel in 1973-74_ IFig. 29. _
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!
Fig. 18. Deployment Sequence IIi: Front Struts are rotated

clockwise rolling the front wheels on the ground.
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,
Fig. 19. Deployment Sequence #2: Front strut articulation

begins to straighten while front wheels roll forward

I
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Fig. 22. Deployment Sequence #3: Front struts straight and

I:_ locked, payload still on the ground.

I
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Fig. 24, Deployment Sequence #5: Rear Struts also straight
and locked, payload still on the ground.
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FIB. 25. DepZoyment Sequence #6: Front end of payload box beBins

Ii to llft off the ground.
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Fig. 26. Deployment Sequence #7: Ready to Rove:

=
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Fig. 27. The NASA-RPI Scaled-down Wheel tester facility.
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Fig. 30. RPI's toroidal metal-elastic wheel with improved

lateral stiffness.
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A.3.c. Detailed Wheel Design and Con structlon

_Objective. Wheels of the new improved design were constructed
for the half-scale model, Fig. 30.

S_mary Progress. An improved design is complete, four wheels
have been constructed and installed on the 1/2 scale model.

Discussion. The previous design for the MRV wheels had a problem

in lateral stability: the old wheels could not resist side loads

of any great magnitude. To solve this problem, the hoop-spokes

were stiffened near the hub and their shape altered from the former

circular configuration to a pear-shaped curve, Fig. 29.

The detailed mechanical confzguration of hub and bearings has been
established. A method of construction of the wheel hubs was found

i to save aluminum and weight; heliarc-welded bearing sleeves in the _

wheel web saved many hours of machining. In addition to these

points, it was decided to make the rear wheels stiffer than the

| front wheels by increasing the thickness of both the hoops and the

1i rim, rather than to change the configuration or the number of spokes.
Rubber mounts were selected and procured to serve as hinges between

spokes and outer rim, assuring larger footprint.

I
A.4. Radio Control - J. Cooley, D. Perly, L. Heyl, L. Bradshaw, T. Gels,

K. Fell

li Faculty Advisors: Prof. G. N. Sandor, W. Moyer

A.4.a. On-board Electrical Controls

I! Objectives. Control of on-board motors for steering, speed, pay-

load raising and leveling, and emergency maneuver.

Progress Summ_.ry. A scheme for controlling the motors with digital
information has been developed, Fig. 31. It involves digital/analog

(D/A) convert rs &nd analog speed and position feedback at the motors.This system is complete, has been constructed, tested and is opera-
tionai.

I" Discussion. The vehicle functions are divided into four subsystemsas follows:

]

I Subsystem A - steering

Subsystem B - speed

Ii Subsystem C - payload

Subsystem D - miscellaneous
Iv
Ii A. The steering commands are stored in an analog Read Only Memory (ROM), i

!consisting of an operational amplifier and a resistor ladder. The

co_ands are addressed by a 4-bit digital word, and take the form ofa reference voltage. This voltage is fed into a position control

feedback network which controls the steering motor. The analog ROM |

i , has been built and tested for steering angles of 0°, _5o, _20 o, _30 o, !\'
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_+45°, ±60 °, and _90 °. The motor control is a lead-compensatlon

control system, with a relay driver for the motor. This system is

currently operational.

B. The speed voltage reference selected by the operator, is generated

in a 2-blt plus sign-bit D/A converter. This signal is fed into an

electronic differential which uses a signal from the steering sub-

system to generate the required differential action in the re=_

wheels to avcid skidding in a turn. The rear wheel motors are con-

trolled from there by a tachometer feedback scheme. This system is
also in operation.

C. The two payload motors raise and lower front and rear struts,

levelize the payloed and activate the deployment sequence. They

are controlled in a forward-backward-stop mode by relay drivers.

D. The remaining subsystem controls only the emergency maneuver motor

in the forward-backward-stop mode. This motor causes the steering

post to rotate with respect to the front struts about a transverse

II horizontal axis. The of this and the last is the
status subsystem

same as the previous one: all are operational.

|T The major problem encountered was motor noise interference with the

q- control system. The judicious use of shunt capacitors, grounding and

similar noise-reduction techniques helped overcome this problem.

Ii A.4.b. RadioLink

Objectives. Radio communication with the vehicle and routing of

I_ con=hands to proper subsystem.

Progress Sun_nary. Frequency shift key (FSK), encoding is used with

[ walkie-talkies to provide the necessary llnk. The entire system Jsin operation.

Discussion. The serial output of a Universal Asyncronous Receiver/Transmitter (UAR/T) is fed into an FSK modem (modulator/demodulator)

which uses a Voltage Controlled Oscillator to generate two audio \

_ tones corresponding to the two binary logic values. These tones are ,transmitted via the walkie-talkies to the vehicle. They are decoded
to voltage levels via a Phase Lock Loop and Comparator. The signal

then goes to another UAR/T for decoding. Control Logic then checks

[_ the validity of the signal and routes the signal to the proper sub-system.

I_ This entire system has been run on the bench, repackaged for installa-tion in the remote contro) box, Fig,'32_, and on the vehicle and is in

operation.

Ii A.4.c. Remote Control Station and Transmitter Design

Objectives. Manual interface for remote control of the vehicle, i
Progress Summary. An interface permitting manual open-loop remote

control of the vehicle was designed, constructed and implemented on

the 0.5 scale model rover.
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Discussion. There is a rotary switch to select one of the four

subsystems and an array of sixteen pushbuttons to select the command
desired for each subsystem, Fig. 32c. Once the command is loaded in

with the pushbuttons, it is transmitted by pushing the "send" button.

This is to avoid inadvertently sending the wrong command.

In transmitting, the command is leaded into the UAR/T mentioned

earlier. The UAR/T then provides a serial signal for the FSK modem

and walkie-talkie. The physical system _s shown in Figure 32b.

Task B. General Systems Analysis

B.!. System Modelin_ and Design Optimization - C. Pavarini
Faculty Advisor - Prof. E. J. Smith

Optimal designs have been developed for three major alternative

_ models, i.e. four-wheeled vehicle with either direct earth link or
an orbiter-earth link and a six-wheeled vehicle with a direct earthI

" I link. The method by which to obtain optimal design for these and
!

other cases has been developed in general terms. Methods for deter-

mining the sensitivity of the optimal designs to perturbation of

Ii design parameters have also been developed. This task was completedduring the fall of 1973 and a technical report, Ref. 4, was issued

i in June, 1974.

i _J B.2. On-Board Computer Desi_& - B. Fishman*
i _ Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

! The objeetlve of this task is to develop the software and hardware
I design specifications for the o_ board computer. In addition, support

I will be provided for the remote control of the 0.5 scale vehicle.

;- During the 1972-1974 period the on-board c_nputer deslgn was investi-
gated by a statistical approach using queuing theory and random

_ variables to study the average behavior ot the computer-vehicle system.
! I _ The computer-vehicle system interaction was modeled by assuming the

computer could be viewed as a queue server, servicing "customers" on

I two queues, a fixed queue a_d an interrupt queue.

%

The results of this

I study brought more important problem
Initial into focus the of the

overall computer design. It was apparent that the computer design

specifications, both in regard to software and hardware, was necessary
before a logical design process could be initiated. To determine these

specifications, it is assumed that all of the control and scheduling
decisions will be provided auto_ _mously by the computer. The goal will

I be to synthesize a design that will meet the lowest realizable specifica-,_ tion bound. Since changes in one part of the design can affect other
areas, the design process has been initially divided into several steps.

The first step is the identification what an optimal !
of would determine

design. Volume, weight, and cost are the physical restrictions on the i
computer. Power consumption and heat generation also affect the use- ,

]! fulness of a design. In the process of optimization one can compare ithe amount of hardware necessary for various approaches to a part of the i

I * Work was temporarily discontinued in this subtask as of February l, 1974. _,
This section surmuarizes the status as of that date.
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Fig. 32a. Vehicle (receiver) electronics
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design. In terms of primary storage, switching networks, and

operation _eatures which are fabricated b7 means of integrated
circuit chips the above restrictions are monotonically related so

that changes in one of them such as weight gives predeterminable

and closely related changes in the others,

Therefore except for changes in input-output devices and possible

use of secondary storage the above "costs" can be looked at in one

measure, complexity.

The other restriction on the design of the on-board computer is

the ability to perform the functions required of it. These func-

tions can be looked at in the general sense as the reading cf

sensors, making of decisions which may involve further reading of

sensors, and operation until finally a result is stored for later

use and/or cormmands generated for the purpose of control. This

_'_ i could further be reduced to requirements of storage and the amounts
! of various types of operations performed. Due to the presence of

' decisions and therefore multiple logical paths the storage and

. [ operation requirements may be random variables. The requirements
U produced by these functions would be how often they need to be done,

and the response quickness required.

I. _ At this point the initial hardware decisions can be made. Assuming
the sequencing method uses little time or storage, the word size

or sizes can be chosen in regard to the accuracy needed in calcula-

i 'I I tions and information content of logical variables. The decision
j _ of what types of operations should be hardware wired, and how, can

j _ be made. The number and types of operations are known. Since the

_ ' time an operation takes can be balanced a_alnst the hardware required,
! _ the value of shortening of time vs gain in hardware is not precisely!

' known at this point. However, an _stimate should be reasonable know-

i _ |- ing that the computer time required cannot be reduced without changing
- I" the handling of the functions.

Some of the software decisions can De _ade at this point. Due to

! _ I considerations outside the computer, many functions cannot take place

| simultaneously. This could be due to battery drain as well as physl-

i I cal incompatibility of _ome functions. The vehicle would not rove and
I

be expected to charge the batteries at the same time. The decisions" of the types of modes can be nmde now since consideration of response
_: , times will have been made. This would not significantly effect hard- i

i ware since even if an operation is used more frequently in a particularmode, its average use remains the same. Changes in mode would be Ly
interrupt, i.e. low battery, or simple completion of mode purpose.

I_ The design so far will have tried to keep the complexity of the soft-ware to a minimum. At this stage the amount of hardware needed could

be excessive. To reduce the amount of primary storage, paging for

li eachmodecouldbedoneusinga highlydense logically)secondary
stocage. To reduce storage further, paging could be extended to a

more frequent basis or even some sort of dy,_amic primary storage allo-

i cation might be considered.

The time required to perform some of the functions might be reduced

i. by the use of queues and interrupts within modes. So far the times
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of reading measuring devices and control actions were considered

fixed or at least predictable enough to be interwoven into a pre-

determined flow of events and modified only by change of mode or

earth initiated procedure. If the initiations of contro proced-

ures are queued by the existence of a detected situation, control

procedures could be eliminated from periods when values of measur-

ing devices are not changing significantly. This would reduce time

spent on the function, but would require a more complex software
and hardware.

The control procedures may be more complex in nature due to the

fact that they are not initiated at fixed intervals. Also a

scheduler would be needed for the modes affected having possibly

more than one level of priority. This scheduler would need the
hardware to monitor the status of the several sensors and to detect

4, critical situations independently of what the computer is doing at
the moment (within a given mode). It would have the ability to time

, a particular procedure accurately if need be. Also changes in func-

tion programs length would not be as harmful to the system timing.

The independence of the scheduler would result in some problems. It
would be difficult to detect malfunctions in the additional hardware

_" required to monitor the status of activities to be controlled. Also
! the activity of the computer over a given period of time would be hard

to predict, increasing the difficulty of locating malfunctions in the

-_ I computer itself. A compromise could be made by having the CPU time
" used to do the scheduling via the normal input-output devices. This

, _ would consume time but not require as much new hardware. In effect
, i

I j this woald be redefining the function procedures and with the Inclus-

! ' I ion of a scheduling function the design p_ocedures used so far would' hold.

Ii The computer must have the ability te handle breakdowns in functions_- of the rover including parts of its own hardware. Important parts
of the rover might have alternate procedures which could be brought

I into play if a component breaks down. Also critical input-outputI devices, storage blocks, operations and switching networks umy be

replicated according to their expected lifetime. The function programs

I could be written in terms cf "virtual" operation codes and addresses
whose interDretatlon would be determined by setting of specla] _torage
areas. The luc_tlng of breakdowns could be done partly from t nter-

pretatlon of information sent to earth. During rover time or , ;n

directed from earth, test programs could be run to locate and bypass

problems. Areas where problems are difficult to detect or of impor-
tance in detecting problems, such as the direct operation of the com-

I puter from earth, might require alternative paths to be used slmultane-ously and the results compared. These considerations would have to be
included at the time decisions relating to the complexity of the hard-

I; ware are made early In the computer design.
In summary, this task is aimed at developing a framework within which

: _ software _d hardware specifications can be determined systematically

I [ according to the mission requirements.

I
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Task C. Surface Navigation and Path Control

This task is subdivided as follows: design and construction of a laser

range finder; surface reflectivlty and laser power requirements; three dimensional

obstacle recognition; terrain parameter estimate from gradient data; obstacle and

terrain classification e, d path selection sysLem evaluation.

C.1. Terrain and Obstacle Sensors

C.l.a. Construction of a I_ser Range Finder - E. E. Svendsen

Faculty Advisors: Profs. C. N. Shen, W. Moyer

Objective. The objective of this task is to construct a laser trans-

mitter and a receiver as part of a rangefinding and obstacle detection
system. Range data eventually obtained with this device can be u_d as

_, measurements for the software tasks such as the Terrain Modeling and ,
t

Obstacle DttectioTt. The present rangefindlng system after proper future

' refinements is expected to ha installed on the 0.5 scale roving vehicle

] for testing of alternative path selection systems.
!
A.

Progress Summary. The project began by collecting data and concepts

i! for a laser transmitter which was constructed and tested. Next, work was

[ performed in the area of a receiver where a photomultiplier tube was
chosen. This subsystem was designed and constructed and is currently in

operation. Furthermore, investigation into optics for the rangeflnder
i _ was undertaken and some of the concepts were implemented.
!

F

l Discussion. Due to the accurecy requirements of the rangeflnding system,

|" many state-of-the-art techniques were employed in the transmitter. A laserI diode was chosen as the light pulse generator because of its fast rise time
!

J an_ low power requirements. This implies that the time of flight of a light

i |" pulse will be the basis of this rangef inder.
I:

The circuit used for pulsing the laser diode with current is shown in

Fig. 33. In operation the cavacltors charge up from voltage Vs through

rj _ resistor R while the SCR's are off. When the oCR's are triggered_ the
stored charge is quickly dumped through the laser diode resulting £,,a

I , short and fast rise time pulse. The back-biased diode protects the laser ,.
I diode from current backlash and reverse voltages. A Tektronix C_-2 current" monitor is used to observe the current pulse. \

i A sketch of the constructed transmitter is shown in Fig. 34. Note that
an overall coaxial syrm_etry is used to lower the overall clr_uit inductance.

This is one reason why five small capacitors are used instead of one lumped

one. Three SCR's are employed in order to pump more current through the

I laser diode more quickly. Copper sheeting is used on the return ground'_b path because flat conductors are less inductive than round ones.

ii The characteristics of the laser transmitter are shown in Figs. 35 through i40. Fig. 35 shows the general stape of the crrrent pulse through the laser
diode. Pulse width measured at zero current is about I00 navoseconds and

;

li pulseheightis25.pere adJustablebychangingVs. 36is en-largementof the time scale showing a rise time of 28 nanoseconds. Fig. 37 i

displays the trailing edge of the current pulse which shows that the pro-

I tective diode is not entirely ideal and there is some current undershoot. __
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Fig. 34. Sketch of Transmitter
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Fig. 35. Current Through Laser Diode

r

|
I

I-i
Fig. 36. Pulse o£ Figure'O5 stretched in time

- showing current rise time of 28

_
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Fig. 37. Enlargement of tail of current pulse
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Fig. 38. Voltage auross laser diode
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The current then goes above zero again hut the laser diode will not re-

fire because the threshold of 7 amperes is not exceeded. Fig. 36 shows

the voltage across the laser diode. Note that the voltage undershoots by
about 5 volts but the laser diode is not harmed since the duration is so

short. Fig. 38 shows the current and voltage traces on the same time
scale.

In general, test results from the transmitter were good. It only remains

to determine whether or not the actual light output pulse of the laser

diode has a faster rise time than the current pulse. In order to detect
this however, a receiver had to be built, o

A photomultiplier tube was chosen as :he best overall receiver. The _'_

selected tube, an RCA #C70042K, has good sensitivity and built-in ampli-
fication, doing away with the necessity of an external amplifer. This

tube is a developmental type designed for use with gallium arsenide laser _

diodes. The receiver design incorporated a self protecting voltage di-

vider. The specifications of the tube state that the maximum average

__ anode current cannot exceed 0.5 mA. However, if the divider string does
| not exceed this value, the tube can be protected. Assuming that the# |_

highest voltage to be applied to the string is 2000 volts, a total string

resistance of 4 Megohms is used. Twice as much voltage is dropped across

Ii the cathode to first stage to improve overall sensitivity. The final! circuit is shown in Fig. 41.

i _- Results of using the receiver with the laser diode are summarized in

! _ Figs. 42 and 43. Fig. 42 shows the laser diode current pulse and the de-
J tected light output as represented by a pulse in the anode current. The

i! l_ light pulse occurs after the current pulse of the laser for three reasons.

|; The laser does not actually lase until a certain delay time after the
"- threshold current is reached. The optical path between the laser and

photomultiplier tube causes more delay. Also the transit time of the tube

i _ causes even further delay. Fig. 43 shows the light pulse shifted along

;- L the time axis to demonstrate the different in rise time between current pulse
and light output. The i0 to 90% rise time of the light pulse is measured

from Fig. 43 and is about 15 nanoseconds. In Figs. 42 and 43 the photo-multiplier tube is operated at 2000 volts. The response time of the tube

is dependent on applied voltage and lower applied voltages yield slower rise

. times. ,

I •t _

Results of the photomultiplier tube were very good. The photographs of

oscilloscope traces prove that the rise time of the light pulse is much faster

I than the current pulse through the laser diode as was hoped.

i The proposed design for optics i_ shown in Fig. 44. Three lenses or the

li transmitter focus the light into a colu_nnated beam. The lens at the receiver,_ collects a large amount of the reflected beam and focuses it on the photo-
multiplier tube. The optical filter allows only light at the wavelength of

the laser diode to pass through. This filter has already been incorporatedon the receiver and was used with the tube in obtaining the photographs in

Fig. 42 and 43. ,_

_i At this point, the capability of generating and detecting the laser pulseshas been developed. In the future, it is planned to investigate alternative

methods for measuring the time of flight, (which is necessary for range

I .
4 •
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Fig. 39. Voltage pulse on longer time scale
showing die-out time.

I
Fig. 40. Current and voltage pulses on same time scale
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Fig. 42. Laser _iode current pulse and detected light pulse
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measurement), to assess experimentally the rangeflndlng capabilities of
the system.

C.l.b. Surface Reflectivity and Laser Rangefinder Power Requirements -
W. Dull

Faculty Advisors: Profs. C. N. Shen and W. R. Moyer

Objective. The major objective of this subtask was to determine the re-
flectance of laser llght from diffuse reflectors similar to those that
might be found on the Martian surface. A second objective was to obtain

a prellmlnary indication of rangefinder transmitter and receiver specifi-

cations as determined by the dynamic range of the reflected laser light.

Progress Summary. Progress to date has been in the determination of what
quantities must be experimentally measured to accomplish the stated obJec-

i, tlve, construction of a test apparatus to perform the measurements, and in
I

the actual measurement of the reflectlvity of several diffuse reflectors.
>

. | Discussion• The basic problem to be faced in using a laser rangeflnder
I on Mars is the uncertainty regarding the reflected ignal levels to be

expected for ranges varying from three to thirty meters. As can be seen

from Fig. 45, the expected range of incident angles measured with respect

_. to surface that the rangefinder might encounter can vary
anywhere from 0 degrees to 90 degrees. It is thus desired to be able to

the local normal

measure some physical parameter of a given diffuse reflector that will

i _ _ give the received signal level for a given transmitter and receiver as a

_ _ function of the position of the laser transmitter and receiver with res-
I

pect to the reflecting surface.

I !f ; A parameter which can be used to characterize reflections from a diffuse 1
I ' reflector is the bidirectional reflectance ratio. It was decided that

_ the bidirectional reflectance ratio should be measured experimentally

IFi rather than calculated analytically for two reasons• First, models for

_" !' diffuse reflectors from whlch analytical calculations of the bidirectional

reflectance ratio can be made have been developed only recently. As a re-

!l"
: I suit, there are not a large number of comparisons between analytically

determined and experimentally determined bidirectional reflectance ratios

i _ for a wide range of reflector types, Ref. 5 and 6. Secondly, the actual
I analytical calculation of the bidirectional reflectance ratio can be rather

. involved requiring detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the diffuse ,

I , reflector, Ref. 7. %

i Fig. 46 coordinate system used to measure re-
shows the the bidirectional

j
flectance ratio. The bidirectional reflectance ratio is defined as

d_.(g)/aA (1) i
m-

I! where Nr (I,0; O ,0( ) iS the reflected radiance in the direction O, OZ

due to the incident beam at angle _, dA is the area of the reflector that i
,- is illumlnated, and d_i(_) is the radiant flux from the laser source that

I is incident upon the reflecting surface.
%

Making use of the bidirectional reflectance ratio as defined in equation '

I (1) from Ref. 5, the reflectance at receiver can be studied.
sny position

!
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The receiver position of interest to this subtask is one at which the

receiver is located in close ptoxlmlty to the transmitter. Therefore,
from examination of Fig. 46, it can be seen that the bidirectional re-
flectance ratio should be evaluated at approxlmately the angular position
( ;-p, !80o).

J

Zt was decided to use a photodiode in a first attempt to measure the bi-
directional reflectance ratio. To use the photodiode to measure bidirec-
tional reflectance ratios, the device must be biased so as to operate in

t a nonsaturated mode. In making reflectance measurements, the d_ode
operating charact(ristlc used is that the back bias current flow of the
diode is proportional to the amount of llght striking the photo diode
llght sensitive area. Fig. 47 sho_. how the photo diode might be used ro
make reflectivity measurements.

!, Fig. 48 shows the overall block diagram of the test apparatus used to

' measure the bidirectional reflectance ratio. The light source u_ed in
_. ' the reflectance measurements was a 2 mw. HeNe continuous laser. The laser

_ij output is chopped mechanically at a frequency of about 200 hz. The output• of the chopper is aimed at the reflecting surfaco under test. The _hoto

diode detector is pcsltloued at the point above ,,_ reflectlng surface at
which the bidirectional reflectance is to be measured. The current pulsesIPi

produced by the photo diode detector arc fed into a high pass filter which
! converts the current pulses to voltage pulses at the input of the A.C. amp.

The high pass filter _Iso separates the current pulses produced by the re-

i _ I fleeted laser llght from the D.C. current flow produced by the ambient!

i _ J I light present in the room. The A.C. amplifier produces output voltage
I pulses who_e amplitude are in proportion to the size o_ the reflected signal

!i t _ I_ detected by the photo diode.
I The next problem was to express the quantities used to define the bldirec- ;

i t _ tlonal reflectance ratio in terms of measurable angles, distances, and back
_ | bias current flow in the photo dloe. Because the incident laser beam is of

_" , _ much greater intensity than the light reflected from the diffuse reflector,
an optical attenuator had to be placed between the laser source and the

photo diode when measuring the incident laser beam. The f_nal expression' _ 1 arrived at was

' (dor JcosC (2)
i

i where z =attenuation of the opttc_l attenuator used to measure the incident
beam, Ir(_ ;- _,180°), = the back bias'current flow in the photo diode when
used to measure reflectance at the angular position (_ ;- _, 180o), da =

14_- i light sensitive area of the receiver, Ii( _ ) = diode back bias current flowwhen used to measure the incident beam, dA 1 = laser beam cross-sectional
area, and dw_ is the solid angle of the illuminated surface area of the re-

viewed from the receiver.

[; flector as
, A drawing of the actual test apparatus used to make the reflectance measure- ,

ments is shown in Fig. 49. Plate 'A' is used to hold the diffuse reflector
i _ under test. Structure 'B' holds the photo diode detector, high pass filter,

- _-_ S.C. amp. Structure 'C' holds the mechanical chopper while the co_,?onent

1" "
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labeled 'D' is the HeNe laser. The angle _ is changed by rotating the
two arms about the bar to which plate 'A' is attached. It was decided to

rotate the transmitter and receiver about the sample rather than rotate

the sample itself because some of the diffuse reflectors examined were i
granular.

The next major step was to determine the specifications of the high pass I
filter and A.C. amplifier. Given that the reflected signal of interest is

a pulse train, the first requirement on the high pass filter is that its

current to voltage transfer function should have a lower 6 db. frequency

which is much less than the 200 hz. frequency of the mechanical chopper.
This is to ensure that the fundamental frequency component of the reflected

signal be transmitted to the input of the A.C. amplifier largely unattenua- ,,,
ted.

Since the sensitivity of the photo diode is directly proportional to the

size of the impedance it sees, the impedanceof the high pass filter should _

be made large. It was arbitrarily decided to make the impedance of the

high pass filter about 500 k/l. Fig. 50 shows the high pass filter used.

With RI ffi_ Meg./q, R2 = I Meg.A, and C1 = 0.08)_f, the high pass filter
' has a lower cutoff frequency of about i hz. and an input impedance of about

500 kflwhich is nearly a pure resistance•

i ! The first requirement of the A.C. amplifier is than it have a very high

i, input impedance. This requirement is important so that the ampl_fier will
not load the high pass filter and thus reduce the sensitlv_ty of the photo

i 1 diode.
i

The second amplifier requirement is that it have sufficient gain and band-
: _ width to amplify the voltage pulses at its input with a m_nimum of distor-

! |' tton and also to produce output voltage pulses of sufficient amplitude to
be observable on the oscilloscope. It was decide" that the first stage of

[ amplification should be flat from several hz. to about 5 khz. and have a
,. [ voltage gain of about 20 db. in order to satisfy the above two requirements.

Fig. 51 is the circuit diagram of the laser receiver front end. Amplifier

I" AI is a 741C operational amplifier used in the non-inverting mode. For a

i voltage gain of 20 db, R3_I kit and R4_ I0 k[l. The resulting bandwith%

is about I00 khz. with an input impedance of about 280 MegY_.Ref. 9. Di is

the photo diode while RI, R2, and CI comprise the high pass filter. R6 is

I used to null out any D.C. offset at the output of the amplifier.
t

d_

|

Fig. 52 is a plot of the relative reflectlvity of two different surfaces.

_ These curves were obtained by dividing the detector response at each angularposition by the maximum detector response that occurred. The curve for the

copper reflectance has a sharp peak because it approximates a mirror surface
much better than does the sand.I

'_ [ An impression of the different reflected signal levels that might be expected

for different types of reflectors can be obtained from Table I in which are

[ tabulated the actual detector output voltages for the reflectors of Fig. 52
L for several different values of _. As can be seen from examination of the

table, the size of the reflected signal from the copper surface at _ = I° i
is about 42 times the size of the reflected signal from the sand surface. 4_- "| -o _

At _ = 29°, however, the size of the reflected signals become roughly the

same order of magnitude. The size of the reflected signal at _ ffiI° shows !

!, one of the more hostile operating conditions the receiver may be facing. %'
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o

TABLEI

Detector Response for Copper and Brown Sand

Detector Output

W (degrees) Voltage (volts)

Copper Brown Sand
1

1 i0.0 0.24

, 17 1.6 0.24

29 0.6 0.22j,

49 0.17 0.20! I _8 o.1. I o._8
i. . I

l

't4

I

• o

' t I"
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._lb- 1

I
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If the laser raugefinder were examining the Martian terrain and encounter-

ed a reflector llke the copper at one data point and then encountered a
reflector like the sand at an immediately adjacent data point, the receiver
and data processor would have to be able to accommodate this large change

in signal level without suffering severe degradation of performance.

Fig. 53 is a plot of the relative reflectivlty of two different sands.
These curves were also obtained in the same manner as the curves in Fig. 52.

Table II is a tabulation of the actual detector output voltage for the re-

flectors of Fig. 53 for several different values of _.

Possible future activities include expanding the present scope of the

measurements to include a larger number of reflectors. If reflectance

measurements were performed for a suitable variety of reflectors, a detector

could be chosen and a processor designed that would be able to function for

_, the entire range of reflectances measured.

C.2.a. Obstacle Identificatlon by Edge Detection - Martin Reed

• Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

Oblective. In order to navigate autonomously on the Martian surface, theproposed Mars roving vehicle, Ref. !0, must be able to distinguish between

I passable and impassable terrain by means of a laser rangefinder which scans

i in a field approximately 3 to 30 meters ahead of the Ruver. Data obtained

i _ by this means will be used to determine a sufflcientl accurate 'range image'
4 _" of the terrain in order for the Rover to choose the safest path of travel•

i This task is concerned specifically with the objectives of obstacle detection.
¢ _ This section summarizes work on an obstacle detection system for this purpose,

t which is intended to process the information obtained by the laser range-

finder to provide a basis for a path selection decision making.

T

Progress Summary. Two algorithms, one already existing in the literature
' and one developed under this project, were used to obtain the outlines of

,r obstacles from the 'range image'. Both of these algorithms end with a thres-

_ i II holding operation. A theoretical analysis shows how a proper value ol the
• threshold may be chosen, given the type of irregularity of the terrain to be

I detected. The analysis also shows how large the statistics of measurement

I noise can be allowed without leading to false alarms, Ref. II and 12. Com-puter simulations of the schemes have proven their feasibility, and some

typical results have been included. In addition, the related questions of

i scanning scheme determination and bottom edge detection have been explored,

; providing a basis for future investigations.
/

Discussion.

The Scan. The laser is assumed to be mounted on a mast at a height of 3 maters

from ground level. The on-board computer controls the direction of the beam.

, _ By varying the elevationangle _ and the azimuth angle e, the laser can scan
a desired area, Fig. 54.

4

[" The range data obtained in this fashion, denoted, by zi._.i,.canbe stored In a
i matrix form with the elements ordered according to the values of _ and _.

i This matrix Z, called the measurement matrix, forms a 'range image' of the

i" scene ahead.

q
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TABLE II

Detector Response for White Sand and Brown Sand

Detector output

(degrees) voltage volts) _ _
-- i

White Sand Brown Sand
i

, I 0.70 0.24 ,

' 33 0.65 O. 22

" 58 0.45 o.18

i 19 79 O. 24 0.14

I

' li

! :

i
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The Algorithme. The presence of sharp changes in the range values on the
Z ma_.rix indicates the presence of obstacles. Algorithms used to show up
these sharp changes end with a thresholdlng operation, and the success of

the algorithm depends on the relative ease with which a proper threshold

can be chosen. Both algorithms tried appear to be quite succeasful.

t

I. Normalized Laplaclan, Ref. 13:

A new matrix Q can be obtained by the following operation:

e,:,U'• E_',a,f+ _#jj'ol �Z,'_HI- a/_,._.

(2)

2. Four Directional Ratio:

A new matrix S is obtained by the operation given below:

I The Normalized Laplacian is from the existing literature_ while the four
I Directional Patio was developed specifically for this application. Analysis

and application of these algorithms is described in Ref. 14.

i, Analysis of the Algorithms

Let Zi, j = ri, j +Vi, j (4)

where rl, j is the true range measucement and Vi, j the additive noise lu the
l.i measurement.

Also Zet rl.l, j =. (1 +0Ct.1, j) r.t, j (5)

"where c_i.1, j Ind£cates the fractloaal change lu range _t point (i-l,J)

I with respect to point (t,J).

I
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41,

, From eqs. (A_ and (5) one can write,

Zi.1, j = (I +o_i.1, j) ri, j + Vi.l, j (6)

The measurements ZI+I,j, Zi,J.l, ZI,j+ 1 can also be expressed in terms of
rl,J-

Using eqs. (2) and (6), expanding the resulting fractions in infinite series,

and dropping higher order terms, for no noise, l.e. Vl, j = 0 for all l,J
and for small

.[_, qi,J: _(_i-l,J +°¢i+l,J + _i,J-1 +_i,J+1)_ (7)
i

If somehow a11 _0:

i

•_ - Vl,j rl,j ri,J ri,j rl,j

r
Asstnniug that the noise, V, with each measurement is independent, zero mean,
and with the same standard deviation, _'_, one can write from eq. (8)

5 0"_"
vat (q j)-" 4r-'_t,j (9)

In a similar manner for the four directloual ratio, using eqs. (3) and (6):I
,- If there is no noise:

" $_ I+ nI,J _ (O_i,-1,J + °<i+1,J +_I,J-1 + cgi,J+Z) (tO)

If somehow allot _ 0:

ri,j "i,J rt, j ,j j rl, j (11)

With the assumption of independent, zero mean noise with standard deviationO-- , a first order approximation to the variance of S_l,J can be shown to be:

• 5n 2 o -2

,i

The foregoing analysis gives the means of choosing the proper threshold,given the values of _. For example, if two of the outerpoints (I..1,J)
• and (i,J-l) be outside the o'stacle and the other three .points, inclvdiug

- the central point (i,J) be on the obstacle, then one may assume: _fi-l,J,

A ta_
_-- ,hi, . _ - 8
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O_i,j. 1 _ 0 and _i+l,j._O(i,j+l. _ O. Further let:
N

_(i,l,j_ " 0(1,j. I _ .04 (13)

)
Then fro= eq. (7)"

, q_,j= +_(.04 + 0 + .04 + O) = .02 (14)

Thus, the threshold may be set Just below .02 if the point in consideration
is to be detected, i.e.

' T = .019 (15)
q

r
J

If the central point is assu_ed to be Just outside the obstacle with the
other points as before, then one will have a negative threshold value, and
th_s is used to detect points Just outside the object.

If the Four Directional Ratio method is used, then fro= eq. (I0):

I, S_ n'
i" ltJ _ I + _ (0.04 + 0 + 0.04 + O) = 1 + n(O.02) (16a)

i For n = 2: S_j _ 1 + 2(0.02) = 1.04 . (16b)

[_ Notice that by increasing n the apparent threshol_ value can be amplified.
The variances given In eqs. (9) and (12) provide an indication of how large
a measurement nc'se may be tolerated by the algorit_as. SuFpose it is desLred

that the threshold lies o,_tside the 1 o- limit of th_ w riatiou in 1hen
q.

' fro= eqs. (9) and (15):

I _ ' .019

[ o": (17)

i'
0". _' .017 ri, j

Obviously at longer ra_.ges, higher measurement noise may be allowed.

[i The values of o_ may be obtained from a physical model of obstacles and
terrains.

!i
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Simulation Results

The boulder at 30m.

Fig. 55 illustrates the case study for positive obstacles (those which

project above the surface of the terrain). The Rover is a perfectly flat

terrain, with a hemispherical boulder of radius r directly in its path

of travel, located 6 meters horizontally from the laser mast. A computer

program was written to generate the range data points in the 'range image'

given the elevation angles _ and the azimuth angles 9 as inputs. Fig. 56
illustrates the resultant 'range image' for a boulder at 30 m, both when

the measurements are undistorted and when they are contaminated by zero
mean, 5cm standard deviation, Gaussian noise. The reason for selection

of c_ = 5 cm was that this was one of the desired accu-acies of the laser _"

r_ngefi_der stated under Task C.I of the _rs Rover design.

Fig. 57 and 58 show the c_ matrices for this case, which are used in the
"_ off-line determination of threshold values, as outlined in the previous

section. As an example of the approximate thresholds to be expected, and

to show agreement with the analysis given, a threshold of 1.02 was used

in the Four _irectional Ratio algorithm to pick out the inside edge, and

a value of .96 for the out_ide edg.

Fig. 59a, 59b and 59c illustrate the resultinB matrices after the algorithms

(Four Directional Ratio with n= I and n = 2, and Normalized Laplaeian) have
been applied to the 'range image' The results are the same for both the

noiseless and noisy cases; hence, only t_e noisy case is sho_. The fact

that they are the same should be expected, since from eq. (17), for

i Vi _ = 30, _-allowable = .017 ri = = .51, whereas the cr used is only .05., . ,J
1 An _rror this small will obviously have little effect on the edge detection

algorithms used.

:,- t Finally, in Figs. 60a and 60b we see the outlines of the boulder after the

thresholding operation has been applied to the previous matrices. As seen,

i by proper choice of thresholds both pictures are the same, and are quite
E_, good reproductions of the true boulder's edge except for the obvious lack of

a bottom edge.

The bottom edge

Due to the nature of the algorithms, the fact that the bottom edge is not

detected is a characteristic outc_ne, and should be expected. In othec words,

since the detection scheme is based on the comparison of neighboring range
value_ for sharp changes, there _'!I be no indication of an edge if the

' adjacent range values are approximately the same (as they are for the points
near the bottom edge). A different type of algorithm is therefore needed

for this special case. The first attemp_ at a solution to this problem was

based on the observation that range values measured to the bottom edge itself

form a set of local maxima compared to the ranges just above and just below
them in the range image. _ printout of the outcome of this procedure is seen

i in Fig. 60. The pictuce iv adequate; however, it was the noiseless range

values which were compared in this case. When noise is added to the range

v_lues, and then are then compared, the result is as in Fig. ila and 61b.. The picture in this case is obviously unacceptable; the explanation is that I

the range values in the bottom edge only differ from their surrounding values

i by about .01 m, so t.at the standard deviation of noise of .05 m completely
obscures this difference.
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In seeking a more useful "..thod, the following procedure was developed.
By examining each range value lying along the center of the 'range image'
(which corresponds to an azimuth angle of zero, which is directly in front
of the Rover) and comparing them to the range that would be obtained if the
boulder were not present, the bottom edge can be detected if a given element
is not "close" to the range without the boulder (giveLt by the expression

ri, j ffi 3/siu_) and the element just below this one i__ss"close" to the range
without the boulder. By "close" we are considering the effects of noise, so
that the range without the boulder will be taken as (3/siu_) _ 3_-v . By
this process we may find a bottom edge point, and then interpolate to fill

in the edge between this limit and the limits determined by the original o
edge detection scheme. As seen in Fig. 62a and 62b, this procedure yields a

satisfactory result. But once again there is a problem, for if the terrain
is not as smooth as assumed then a false indication is again a possibility.

Therefore, it seems that the bottom edge will have to be determined by a

q completely different approach, possibly with the use of gradient methods, and
this aspect of the edge detection scheme must be left to future research

* efforts.

• Scanning scheme considerations

To this point the angle limits have been chosen with _ priori knowledge of

I the boulder's size and location, so theft the angle differences between the
range points were as small as possible, in order to maximize the information

received about the boulder and its i_nediate surroundings. In reality this

i [_ informatlou will obviously not be available. Therefore, in order to simulate
, |" the situation where the angle limits are fixed so as to include any I meter
J _ radius boulder between I0 and 40 meters from the vehicle, the geometry of

{ _ Fig. 63 was defineo. The pictures in Figs. 64 and 65 illustrate the effect
_f of applying the edge detection scheme, using both these fixed limits (shownf
l by the boulders on the left of the drawings) and the variable limits pre-

vlously implemented, for comparison. As can be seen, for boulders beyond the

i I_ 20 m range, the fixed scan technique is quite unacceptable for the edge detec-

_- [ tion scheme. Once again, this problem will require further i_-,estigation.

i 1 Other types of obstacles
• Since it is expected that the Rover will encounter negative obstacles (those

I! extending below surface level) as well, the edge detection was
scheme tested _4

I for obstacle of this A crater of I meter radius, loca-
an type. hemispherical

ated 30 meters from the Rover, was placed on the terrain, and the same type

of proced,,re was followed as for the boulder. The computer picture of the

i [ result appears in Fig. 66. Note _hat only the near edge of the crater is

i [ detected, and that the far edge is missed, Just as the bottom edge of the
boulder was missed, and for the same reason. Therefore, if the bottom edge

_ problem of the boulder can be solved, then the far edge problem of the crater

._: [ will also be solved, so that the edge detection scheme will indeed be useful
for both types of obstacles.

I Concludlng rem_ :s. The computer simulation program used in the development
of the edge dc tlon scheme is being documented, and will be available for

the use of thob. continuing the research of this technique. It is expected _ .

I ithat Investigators working on the bcttom edge problem, on the scanning scheme

problem, and on the overall edge detect%on scheme implementation will find

the program useful, and will enable them to obtain meaningful results with a

I minimum amount of time for problem familiarization, i
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C.2.b. Parameter Estimation for Terrain Modeling from Gradient Data -

K. R. D'Angelo

Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

Ob]ectlve. The objective undertaken in the area of terrain modeling was

to develop a method for representing sections of the Martin terrain byl

•" analytic curved surfaces, using range data obtained from two successive
=

laser scan rows. The model was also checked to determine the effect of

instrumental errors on the model's accuracy.

Progress Summary. A two step modeling procedure was developed. Height,

lo_ation and gradient were computed from sixteen raw data points. The

model formed from this data is a third degree, two dimensional polynomial.

There were two reasons for using a two step process rather than a process
_, using only height data to form the polynomial. Since the gradient of the

" modeled surface is an important factor in determining whether the surface

is passable or impassable by the vehicle, the model should give accurate

gradient information. Moreover, the largest measurement inaccuracy, due

/ " to the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle, affects the height measurement
greatly. However, it has only a small effect on gradient.

A complete error analysis has been obtained which gives the standard devia-
tions of height and gradient for simulated models. Finally a computer
program has been developed which simulates the scanning process, takes

_ rangefinder readings, forms polynomial models, carries out the error analysis,

' ! and compares the modeled results with the actual surface shape and gradient

_ I" _ ! Discussion

a) Modeling Procedure - Step I

!

_- _ The first step in the modeling procedure is to model stochastically aplane [rom four data points,Ref. 15. This plane is fo:_med in the (h",a",b")

coordinate system attached to the vehicle and then transformed to the (h,a,b)

' ] coordinate system which is aligned with the lo_al vertical, Fig. 69. Four
| planes are modeled in this way. Each plane yields the height, location,

i cross-path slope, _h/_a and in-path slope, _h/_b, at the center point, p,n,
! ] Fig. 68.

!

b) Modeling Procedure - Step 2

i planes modeled, a new system is formed, by
Once four have been coordinate

shifting the axis so that the point P' is located at (0,0) in the a b

system, Fig. 68. Th_s shift improves the model's accuracy and simplifies

I calculations.

To represent the terrain, two dimensional third degree polynomial

' ! + C_,==a_b * + C02_ b" 2/2 + C_ a'3/6 (1) /

" i + a*2/2b* +Cl2 %3 3/6
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was chosen where the Cij's are unknown parameters which must be determined
in order to represent the surface. Expressions for bh/_a_ and _h/_b_

can easily be found. Because of the coordinate shift, three parameters are

found i_nediately

, b ) = (2)h 1 = C , (_hh, a*) = ClO

Since there are four pn points and at each pn point the height, _h/_ a_
and_h/_ b_are known, 12 equations can be written. If we eliminate the

three above equations, Eq. (2), then a matrix equation

h# = A 4" C _: (3)

' can be written where h_ is a 9 element vector containing

i _ah_ _h and C0_0, ' * ,_here i = 2,3,4. A is the co-: hi( i' (Db_) i CIO ' C01' -

efficient matrix, and C _ is the vector containing the 7 remaining unknown

I_ parameters.

: This system of equations is overdetermined and must be solved stochastically.

i This is done by least square approximation which results in

C4: (A%TA)-IA=_ Th_ (4)

) _ Once C_has been found by Equation 4 then the surface polynomial, Equation I,

_ . c_n be written. The gradient of this surface can then be determined imme- _
' ' 1 diately as:

,- S = Gradient = h/_a_f)2 + (bh/bb, _2 ½ .(5)

"_ I c) Error Analysis - Step I. - Error covarlance matrix for the data i
points. This and the following sections outline the procedure for finding

the sta,tdard deviation of the gradient for the modeled surface.

The first step is to find the covarlance matrix for the coordinates, a", b",

h", at eachof the sixteen raw data points. This is found as a function of

the standard deviation of the measured quantities R, _and 8

l d) Error Analysis - Step 2 - Error covariance matrix for modeled planes. .

The covariance matrix for the slopes of the modeled planes are found next.
'_ These four matrices are a function of those found in Step I.

e) Error Analys.is - Step 3 - Error covariavcc matrix for the center
points. This step involves finding the covariance matrices for the center

i points, pn. To do this we must find find the covarianee matrix of the
" %ariables at the center point (,,,n ,,n _,,n a , _h/_b n) in the

,, ,-p , bp ..p , _h/_ ''n

i (h a,",b") coordinate system.

| Next we must transform this matrix into the (h,a,b) coordinate system. This

!
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is done by use of a transformation involving a matrix D, which is a

function of the angles _ ard _, Fig. 67.

f) Error Analysis - Step 4 - Error covariance matrix the model parameters.

This step involves finding the covariance matrix for the Cij parameters
found in Equation I. This involves use of all four covariance matrices
found in Step 3.

g) Error Analysis - Step 5 - Error covariance matrix for the gradient.
This step yields the covariance of the gradient. To do this, first the

covariance matrix of the slopes, _h/_ a and _h/_ b, must be found. This

matrix is a function of the matrix found in Step 4.

Finally, the covariance matrix of the gradient is found using the above
covariance matrix. The standard deviation of the gradient is a function

i of the point under consideration and varies accordingly.

Example.

. _ This example will illustrate the modeling process and the error analysis

procedure. It will also show how the effect of roll and pitch on the
model's accuracy. This example was simulated using the computer program

i developed.

The vehicle and terrain are s|_own in scale in Fig. 69. The vehicle is

situated on level ground traveling toward the center of a mound located

23 meters away from the front of the vehicle. The mound is a Gaussian

J hill larger in width than in depth, with a maximum height of two meters.

The equation of the height of the hill is

1: [- .08(b-23) 2- .05 a2]h = 2 e (6)

.. Where h,a,b refer to the inertial coordinate system.

q[. This example wiII show only one polynomial mod,l since only sixteen data

I points are found. The raw data points were found by scanning two '_W"shaped
rows. Although there is roll and pitch of the vehicle between each row,

here the points in a row are assumed to be taken so fast that the vehicle

I essentially does not roll or pitch between points.
o

|

The actual scan was carried out by using constant _ and A_ increments.

I The ;_ angle between successive points in a scan row was 0.03261 rad.,while the AO angle between corresponding points in the two scan rows was

0.06523 tad. The _ spacing between successive points in both rows was
0.016305 rad. The actual data for the sixteen data points are shown in!

,_ _ Table III. Here the data point number refers to the row number(first column)

•_ i and the number of the data point left to right (second column). For each
measured point, the vehicle transmits the laser beam at a certain elevation

and azimuth angle and receives the range measurement. It also measures itsroll and pitch angl_ corresponding to that point.

I_ The first step in the modeling process was to form planes from sets of fourdata points and determine the location, height, cross-path and In-path slope

of the center points. The numerical results are shown in Table IV, where HP i

i refers to the height of the center point, _P and BP are the a and b coordinates
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| •

of the center point and XPI and XP2 are the cross path and in path slopes
respectively.

The next step was to form the surface equation polynomial. Here the Cij
parameters were compute_ using the center point information. The actual
values computed are shown in Table V.

Since the parameters were determined, the height and gradient for any point

could be found. The height along a cross section of the mound is shown in

Fig. 70. The cross section is approximately along the vehicle's path.

Fig.70 shows that the model approximates the actual surface shape very well

with a maximum deviation from the actual height of only 5 cm.

A plot of the modeled gradient versus the actual gradient, Fig. 71, show_

again that the model approximates the actual surface very well. Here for

the range of interest, the model shows a maximum deviation from the true _ .
gradient vy only 2.4°. However, since the maximum gradient which the
vehicle can climb is 25°, the actual surface indicates an impassable obstacle

$ while the model indicates it is passable. Therefore the maximum threshold

must be lowered to compensate for modeling error.

For the error analysis, the standard deviation for elevation and azimuth

i angles was set at one arc minute while the standard deviation of range was
I set at 5 cm. The standard deviation of roll (O'roll) and pitch (_-pitch)

angles was set at 0.0 °, 0.25°, 0.5 ° and 1.0°. the covariance matrices of

i , the parameters are shown in Table VI for the four values of
i 6-R(_'roll=_itch =_'R )" Here the covariance matrix of the parameters is

defined by

' The standard deviation for height (_H) was found for the same cross section

,- as before. The plot of orH as a function of dls'ance is illustrated in Fig. 72,

[ which shows that ill order to keep o"H below 15 cm requires a O"R of 0.5° or
less.

I" Fig. 73 shows the standard deviation of gradient (O'G) , again for the same
!

cross section. In order that orG be less than 5° for the region of interest

requires that _Rbe less than 0.5° and for o"G to be less than 3° requires

i or"R to be less than 0.25 °.

Conclusion. The modeling method described above provides a means for

|- modeling the terrain, which makes efficient use of the data point3. This

,_ _ is important since there is a limit to the number of data points which may
be used• The data point spacing may be varied to change the amount of

. detatl.
Th_s procedure also requires a relatively small am,,unt of calculations. 4,- _

Since time is an important factor in the path selection system and the number

" of data points are high, calculations must be performed quickly.

. From the simulation results this method of terrain modeling seems to have

I" the potential for usefully portraying the actual terrain contour and gradient
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C.ENTER POINT INFOR_ATIO--N -

I CENTER D_INT NUMBER 1 CENTER POINT NUMBER 2

Hp= 1.53_,08 HD= 1,53014_ ."
AP = -0.554el AP = 0.64657

BP_=. 2.1.3_g36_ ... _P = _!.,_.__.Z36Q
XP1 = 0-1282 z" XPI = -0.14778
XP2 = 0.39.47_ ____ X_2__ .... 0 • 37__9_2_______

CENTER POINT hUMBER 3 ' i--C{NYER-PPINT NU"BER 4 I

: Hp= C.,A_.3_9 ____.HP= 0,4_10L
AP = -0.4e420 AP = 0.73792

i B_ = I_,71082_ BP = I_,71799.
XPl = 0.02486 XP1 = -0.03171
XPZ__= 0,3099q XEZ = - .0,3_0384

TABLE IV

Numerical values for the four center points whichr• _re found in the first modeling step.

! coo= I.s34_6--
_cIo= o.12s2_6

I COl= 0,394753

___.c.2.0= -.._._.o.-&t._9z6____
C11= 0,029400

! ___C02-__-_0.06649 I
C30= 0.023077

__ C2 I=__-0.0.56413

C12= -0.005039._C03 =.--0,0756.7.9 ....

I ' TABLE V
Values of the Cij parameters used in.Eq. I to

specify the potynomial,

I
i
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TABLE VI.

Error co_'ri=.nce matrices of the Cij parameters for the
four different values of o- R

.o
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although much development work is still needed to refine the modeling
method.

The use of two scan rows for the terrain model may not prove practical

unless the standard deviation of the roll a_d pitch =easurement are re-

' } duced to about 0.25° . If this is not practical this modeling method may
still be used if a scanning scheme can be developed to obtain the needed

data points within a sufficiently short time space.

! C.2.c. Obstacle and Terrain Classification - D. Scanlon

Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

Objective. The primary objective of the task at this time is to logically
categorize all terrain features and qualities that could be potential

obstacles to the Martian vehicle. If done effectively, this could pro-

_' vide a basis for a more systematic and comprehensive approach to obstacle
detection, pattern recognition, and vehicle design problems.

Progress Summary. A classification of landforms by basic size and shape

_ was done on the assumption that nothing was known about the size of capa-

bilities of the actual vehicle, aud suggestions are made for refining the
classification• Th_s will lead into consideration of the vehicle's rela-

tionship to the terrain in respect to the orientation of the obstacle with

respect to the vehicle and the vehicle's inability to see the tar side of
_ hills. Another factor considered that is important to the determination

.'_, I of whether a slope is an obstacle are the shear strength and flotation

i properties of the top soil.

i Discussion. The first step was to list all possible types of terrain and
I, land forms found on earth and studied under geomorphology. Once this

listing was compiled, some basic classes could be recognized into which
all terrain features would fit. The first obvious division was between

I! so-called positive and negative obstacles Positive obstacles are those
such that the central portion of the obstacle is at a greater height than
the margins. Exa ,piesare mountains, hills, boulders, or ridges. Negative

_i obstacles are those with the central portion lower than the edges, and
includes such forms as craters, holes, valleys, and cracks. Two relatively

familiar landforms that are encountered on earth do not readily fall into

] either of these categories. A cliff represents a very distinct obstacle,but whether or not it should be considered positive or negative depends on

where the vehicle is when it detects it. For simplicity a cliff will arbi-

I trarily be called positive, and the canyon, a "vertical-walled valley", should

| I be a just representation of a cliff as seen by a vehicle on top. Also, cavesI are not readily apparent as _ither positive or negative, but for our purpose

can be considered as a severe concavity in an otherwise positive landform.

I An extreme of this case would be an "aperture", or a hole all the way throughan otherwise solid wall.

' The next basic characterization accounts for the elongation of both the? positive and negative obstacles. Fig. 74 shows the plan view of either a

positive or negative obstacle. The ratio D/W is indicative of the elongation

and decreases with elongation. D and W are the two sides of the smallestpossible rectangle fully enclosing the obstacle, D being the smaller dimension.

Both the positive and negative categories are subdivided into "elongated"

I:
I
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and "not-elongated" classes, the cutoff being D/W is equal to one-tenth
for positive obstacles and DIW is equal to one-third for negative obstacles.

For the special case of the cliff the D dimension is considered to be the 1
projection of the distance between the top edge and bottom edge. See Fig.
75 and 76.

Another r_tio indicative of obstacle shape is H/W, where H is the maximum

height or depth of the obstacle and W is the width found before. This

parameter is used for further refining the cross-sectional shape of crater-

llke negative obstacles into three divisions as seen in Fig. 76. The

elongated negative obstacles are roughly divided into two categories,

canyon and valley, depending on the steerness of their slopes (valleys with _

slopes greater than about 60 degrees ca.,be considered canyons). These

categories can be further broken dowLL by size and shape with knowledge of
H and the ratio H/D.

i |,_ ,

The elongated positive obstacles can generally be divided into the two

_ types of terrain depicted in Fig. 72. Other positive obstacles generally

i fit into two categories distinguished by the overall relief of the terrain

' I as either gentle and smoothly changing, or steep and abrupt• The smoothly

changing category would include rolling terrain, rises, and hills, and can

i be typified by a concave-convex gradient change and comparatively lowabsolute gradients, Fig. 77. The abrupt category would be typified by a

steep concavity, convexity, or linearity to the sides. Categorizing this

group into more specific groups by a few parameters is a difficult task

due to the infinite variety of irregular three-dimensional shapes and sizes

possible. One conceivable method might involve finding the area of the

intersection of the obstacle with a plane parallel to the surface of the

I ground at predetermined fractions of the total height, and noting the in-crease or decrease of this area. For example, if areas are measured at

heights of O,(I/3)H, and (2/3)H the following classification might be made:

I_ INCREASING DECREASING DEC-INC INC-DEC CONSTANT

boulder pyramid hoodoo boulder column|-

I stock tower boulder plateah '
I_ block mountain block

spike stock ,,

I boulder boulder •
i

Although it is difficult to compute these areas in reality, an indication

I" could be derived by multiplying the width of the obstacle for each heightby the respective depths as shown in Fig. 78.

Another possible classification could depend on width ratios for character-
ization of the basic shape of the obstacle. Also necessary for accuracy

would be a more basic indication such as the H/W ratio, and a term to identify

any severe off-setting of the measured widths with respect to one anether,

I and would be used in conjunction with the width ratios for a fairly closeoutline of the obstacle. Given H/W (maximum height divided by maximum wldth),

it would then be possible to choose a more appropriate width ratio scheme _,

" that could reveal more information with less data. A third dL_ension could' be approximated by anindication of the convexity, concavity, or l_nearlty of

the surface, Fig. 79.'

i
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A third possible system could involve dividing the in_ediate area of an
obstacle into a grid (either two-dimensional or three-dimensional) and

different combinations of grids "occupied" and "unoccupied" by the obstacle

, would be a rough classification of the obstacle shape, Fig. 80a and 80b.

The fineness of the grid will determine the accuracy of the representation.

Grid size could be made a function of height, especially in the more advanced

situation when the height and other parameters of the vehicle are considered.

The above general classifications are an introduction to this task, and

should provide a basis for continued and more detailed work.

Soil qualities were also considered as to their effect on vehicle navigation,

Ref. 16 and 17. Soil can be and has been classified by particle size, and a

typical classification is the foll_ing which is known as the "M.I.T. Classi-
, fication" :

"_ CIAY 0-0.002ram MEDIUM SAND O.2-0.6r=n

SILT 0.002- 0.06ram COARSE SAND 0.6- 2nmaFINE SAND 0.06-0. 2r_u • GRAVEL 2-30ram

i
4

F_a_£ngful classification in r_lation to the Martian vehicle divides soil

Y_:_. ,_ into two types dependent on its shear characte_i=ties. Cohesive soil is soll

that can sustain a shear force due to the soil's inherent ability to hold

together. The cohesive strengthof soil is independent of any normal forcebeing applied at the same time as the shearing. Fine-grained soils such as

clay and silt are typically cohesive (cohosion' increases with decreasing

particle size and increasing moisture), and will sustain sheazing forces on

_ _ the magnitude of (i psi)(AREA of wheel-soil interface) Ibs. Frictional soil. has a shearing strength that increases directly proportional to the normal

' force being exerted on the soil, and is inoependent of the area of contact.

Gravel and sand exhibit frictional characteristics, and typically for these

I IT types of soils the shear force developed will approach the normal force in
L magnitude. Most normal soil, however, will display a combination of friction

I and cohesion, and is described by Coulomb's equation for shear failure of

Ii soils:

" H = Ac + Wtan 9

I
; H soil thrust

A area of wheel or track transmitting the force

,i_ _ _

W weight per wheel or track

c empirical constant descriptive of a soil's cohesion (0. to I )
i

2 _ empirical constant descriptive of a soil's friction (0. to 45)
-

Although the shearing strenth of the soil on a slope cam be an important
factor in determining the negotiability pf that slope, in practice it would

be very difficult to measure the soil thrust of distant slopes. One could,
' however, test the soil in one location and assume the surrounding terrain

was covered with similar soil. Perhaps the most straightforward method of
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doing this would be to use a studded plate of equal area to the contact
surface of the Rover's wheels, apply a known normal force to it, then

measure what shear force is necessary to move it. One repetition of this

procedure with a different normal force should be sufficient to determine

. the shear coefficients of the soil, c and _. Then if the following in-

equality holds, and the vehicle still has sufficient power to turn the

wheels, the slope may be negotiable.

(Ac + Wcos@tan_) _ (WsinO+External Motion Resistance)

@ = slope angle

External Motion Resistance is from sinkage in soil, wind, etc.

_, Term on the left is the "soll thrust" or force at which the soil
will shear.

Also of possible importance to the Martian vehicle are the flotation

- I characteristics of the soil. Although flotation does not affect the soil
I thrust, the more the vehicle sinks, the greater the resistance to move-

ment. Flotation depends on the area of the wheel or track through which

the force is transmitted and also the width. It has been shown bothI analytically and experimentally that a wider wheel improves flotation as4

long as the sinkage is negligible, but once the vehicle starts sinking

.i I due to either extremely deformable soil or high vehicle weight, a thinnerI
I wheel will improve the sup-surface flotation. This fairly unexpected

i _ I characteristic implies that it might be to the Rover's advantage to have
i I wheels capable of changing width in transit.

! Task C.3 Path Selection System Development and Evaluation - R. Campbell,
i D. Matthews, D. Sharp, R. Simonds "

i Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. K. Frederick
. o

r

The objectives of this task are to evaluate the potential performance of

I: _ proposed path selection systems and to develop new path selection system concepts.
To aid in the accomplishment of these objectives a comprehensive digital computer

_ simulation program has been developed and refined during the past three years. A
t

I detailed development of this simulation program may be found in Ref. 18.

I The progress attained during the past year consists of the following:

I a) Development of standard test terrains and simula-

' tion procedures.
i

It b) Evaluation of a proposed mld-range sensor system.
Q I

c) Initial development and evaluation of a short range

{ sensor system having a maximum range of only 3meters.

: I" d) Incorporation of non-zero vehicle dimensions into

' I the _mulat ion.

,' . e) Formulation of plans for improved program documenta-

tlon and the implementation of an existing monitorprogram.
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First the specific accomplishments noted above will be described,

then the goals which have been set for the coming year will be presented. A

more detailed discussion of the first three items then will be presented here and

V may be found in Ref. 19.

A. Development of Standard Test Terrains

To facilitate the use of the computer simrlation package as an

evaluation tool, the development of a otandard testing procedure

has beet, undertaken. This testing procedure 'onslsts of Investi-

gating the obstacle avoidance behavior of a path selection system

by simulating the system's performance on a sequence of test _=_

terrains of increasing difficulty in the presence of random effects.

, In developing this testing sequence, an effort was made to determine

i general rules for the structuring of test terrains, the use of ran-dom effects, and the examination of system characteristics that

would provide the most information from each simulation. The de-Z_
veloped testing sequence not only provides the program user with a

"_ 1 set of terrains and techniques to meet his analysis needs but also
! a set of guidelines for incorporating additional test situations

into th= sequence as the need arises.

I. The Use of Random Effects L

i_ The simulation package has the capability of adding"J uniformly distributed white noise to a variety of v_ri-

ables in a given simulation. The simulation procedure

calls for the use of three types of noise:

! 1) attitude

2) range measurement

I_ 3) slope measurement

Attitude nolserepresents the random effects encountered
during a _ange measurement due to the pitching and rolling

' motion of the vehicle as it passes over small terrain

il irregularities. To create this effect, filtered whie
: . noise is added to the vehicle's in-path and cross-path ",

I slopes, thereby randomly tilting the vehicle and perturb-
. _ Ing the sensor orientation accordingly. Knowedge of the

i ,i natural frequencies and damping ratios o2 the rover's

[ dominant pitch and roll modes is used to specify the

_ filter's characteristics.

i ! To simulate the effects of noise-corrupted range measure-

_ _ ments on system performance, unfiltered white noise is
added to each measurement during every scanning operation.

i measurement noise IE the addition of unflltered white i
Slope

noise to the measured in-path and cross-path slopes of the |
vehicle. This simulates the information tbat would be

_ available from on-board accelerometer measurements of the _'.
vehicle's pitch and roll orientations, i

!I The procedure used in the test sequences is, first to ,examine the functioning of the system in theabsence of .
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noise and, if the performance is satisfactory, to r_-

peat the sequence with the addition of noise effects.

Noisy performance is examined using all noise effects

slmultaneously after appropriate noise levels for each

effect have been determined by simulation.
t

2. Obstacles /

The principal types of obstacles available in the
simulation are spherical or drum-shaped boulders and
spherical craters. The boulders selected for use in

the test terrains have helght-to-diameter ratios of

unity. Boulders with heights of 2/3 and 2 meters were

used for analysis purposes. The craters selected for
use have depth-to-diameter ratios of 1/3 and are used

in diameters of i, 3, and 9 meters.
4,

b 3. Standard Testing Procedure
L

The testing begins with relatively simple avoidance

" problems involving a single boulder or crater as in

Fig. 81, and proceeds to more complicated situations•
Each avoidance problem is repeated on several different

I base terrains in order to determine the effects of in-
path and cross-path slopes on the system's functioning.

_c The testing procedure is as follows:

_ I) Single obstacle encounter on flat base

,_ { terrain
[ 2) Single obstacle encounter on rolling!

base terrain

I' a) gently rolling terrain

b) rolling incline

It 3) Special cases

i a) key hole problem
I b) box canyon

" I
4) Boulder-crater fieldi ,

Heavy emphasis is placed on obtaining information from
,r i_ slngle-obstacle encounter situations. The simplicity of

, a slngle-obstacle encounter makes the effect of changing

a system parameter easier to determln_. The system's

_ avoidance performance is observed on the basis of both
the clearance that is maintained as the vehicle travels

past the ostacle and the distance from the obstacle atwhich avoidance behavior is first exhibited.
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t

4. Conclusions and Reconlnenu,.tions

The test terrains that have been developed to date place
emphasis on single-obstacle encounters in a variety of

slope settings and in the presence and absence of random
effects. Satisfactory system performance on these basic
terrains is required before performance on mort complica-
ted multi-obstacle terrains is examined. It £s recommended

that future efforts concentrate on the de_elopment of =ddi-

' tional multi-obstacle terrains. :

B. Evaluation of a Mid-Range Sensor System

The mid-range sensor system evaluated was proposed by the navigational

computer group at Cornell University in _972. A brief description of L

the system is presented below. The developm_t of this system is dis-
:. cussed in greater detail in Ref. 20.

" I. System Descrlptlon

The proposed path selection system, as represe,Lted in the

i! simulation package, is divided into three distinct opera-
I i t!ons: the sensor, the terrain modeler, and the path L

: selection algorithm. A description of each operation

i _' follows:

_ (i) Sensor - A sensor which projects a single beam

I ! is mounted on a vertical mast fixed to the front

i I of the vehicle• The beam moves in a piane per- tl

: pendlcular to the mast and provides range measure-

ments at discrete angles. The scan time is as-Q

' I sumed tc be Instantaneous and the time betwee_

_" | scans is uniform. A scan consists of 29 range

measurements which are made in a uniform sweep of

! i " I the area in front of the vehicle, as indicated ink_ Fig. 82.

I (£i) Terrain Modeling Process - This process operates[

" I on the range measurements zeceived from the sensor
simulator. The result is a go/no-go map generated
along the fifteen forward paths Pl, Pa, .... ,PI5 in

[ Fig. 82 by comparing the range measurements with
_ [ the minimum ranges required for a clear path. The

' vehicle width and specified buffer zone are £ncor-

I porated in the calculations of the minimum range,_ values.

! (ili) Path Selection Algorithm - In normal operation the
[ path selection algoritlun chooses the most direct

"safe" path to target. If all of the paths are
blocked the emergency mode is called and the follow-

!rig steps are taken:

1) the vehicle is backed up in a straight

I line, I2) a new sensor scan is taken,
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3) the seven forward paths, P5 through PXI,
are blocked, avd

4) the closest "safe" path to target is again
selected.

2. Simulation Proceduze

The simulation and evaluation of the mid-range system

was performed in a systematic fashion, corresponding to
the guidelines of the standard test procedures described
in Section A.

t

In the single boulder encounters and rolling incline

cases, three system parameters were varied; namely, the

_, sensor mast heig,lt, the specified buffer zone, and the

azimuth difference between adjacent beams (see Fig. 82).

. i
3. Results and Cohclusions

The analysis of this system to date has shown that good

performance is achieved on most simple and clearly de-

= I_ fined obstacle encounters, but performance is substan-

_ tially degraded on realistic terrains and in the presence
i of random effects.

' The size of the obstacles which are detectable by this

_ system is a function of the mast height• With small

i. • mast heights, noise disturbances frequently trigger the
emergency mode, when no emergency really exists. Larger

! mast heights result in a failure to detect smaller

! obstacles. A mast height between i and 2 meters appears

; [" to be about the best compromise.

' The additional obstacle clearance obtained as the de-

_ sired _uffer zone isincreased beyond i meter i_ small,
i _ | with a ½ to 1-meter buffer recommended. This specifica-

tion should produce an actual obstacle clearance of 0.4

I . to 0.85 meters.

• Fig. 83 illustrates the performance of the vehicle over

a realistic terrain consisting of I0 boulders, 4 craters,

I and a small rise. For this simulation a 1-meter mast

height and ½-meter buffer zone were specified. In
addition, attitude noise with a 10-degree maximum devia-

I tion was used. Although the vehicle successfully reachedits destination, overall performance was not very effi-
cient, as the vehicle misinterpreted the small rise as an

unnegotiable obstacle and called for emergency help 13

ii 4. Recommendations
To increase the system's capability to negotiate realistic

terrains the following path selection system modifications

I
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! are recommended as items for future study:

(1) The addition of a dual or multl-beam sensor

scheme incorporating different elevation

angles or sensor heights.

(ii) The use of nquuniform azimuth differences

in a scan, t_ greatest density of range

measurements being taken directly in front
of the vehicle.

(i{i) The incorporation of an emergency mode which

has the ability to remember where a trouble J-_

area exists until the vehicle has safely
passed the problem.

i
C. Performance of a Short Range Sensor System

i The following discussion describes the initial development and evaiua- :
tion of a short range path selection system. By the term "short
range" it is to be understood that the system's sensors are constrained

to have a maximum range of three meters, and can only make measurements

i with reasonable to this distance. The model and
accuracy up sensor L

mounting configuration that were simulated in this analysis should

_. properly be thought of as a conceptual method of gathering terrain

i I modeling information at a distance of one to two meters in front of the
i , vehicle and not as a specific hardware design•
i

i |. 1. System Description _-
Li

(1) Sensors and Sensing Configuration -- The sensors used

,. are ideal beam-typerangefinders that make instantaneous

i Ii measurements. Fig. 84 shows the sunsing configuration•
"" Two of the beam type sensors are mounted at the end of

an arm attached to the vehicle. Tilebeam which points

• _ directly down, referred to as the "down beam", makes ;
! range measurements that are use/ for terrain modeling

purposes whereas the forward beam measurements are used

" only to protect the arm from colliding with a terrain .- feature.

• During each scanning operation the arm i= rotated

I through a 180-degree every 6-degree_
traverse and

measurements are made with both beams. It is assumed

that the arm can be retracted to a length of one meter ,

I ? if necessary to avoid contact with an obstacle. Tom

-- |- compensate for random tilts of the vehicle resulting in
inadvertent retractions of the arm, the forward beam is

Ii gimballed as a function of the change in the down-beamrange measurement.

- (ii) Terrain Modeling Process - The terrain modeler simulatzs [_-

i an on-board processor. Down-beam information is pro- !
cessed by a slope modeler that converts each measurement

I[ -.%
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.li

i to a slope by ass_ing a linear slope from the

vehicle's position to the beam's impingement point.
The modeler converts the resultant slopes to a

i go/no-go array by comparing the absolute value ofI
each of the slopes to a 20-degree threshold.

i Forward-beam information is processed into ago/no-go array by comparing each measurement to a
1.5-meter threshold. A measurement of less than

1.5 meters is assigned a no-go condition. Both

i go/no-go arrays are then passed to the path selec-
tlon algorithm for processing.

I (lli) Path Selection Algorithm - Both forward - and down-
beam go/no-go arrays are scanned to determine if a

no-go condition exists. If the area in front of the

4, | vehicle is clear the azimuth from the vehicle's

_ I cvrrent position to the target is assigned as the

next steering command. If a no-go condition exists

i the algorithm goes into its avoidance mode and thevehicle is backed up two meters on a straight line

to ubtain room to m_neuver. The algorithm then com-

putes a path around the right-most or left-most no-go

r condition by assigning two intermediate on a L
targets

four-meter radial arc centered on the no-go condition.

The choice of moving to the right or left is made so

: , as to yield the shorter avoidance path.

_ 2. Simulation Procedure

The analysis of the short range system generally followed the
standard testing procedure guidelines outlined in Section A.

The system's deterministic performance was examined as well as

r | its perforuance in the presence of attitude, range, and slope

L measurement noise. Maximum deviations of I0 degrees, 0.i

meters, ar.l5 degrees, respectively, were chosen to simulate

I I these effects.

3. Results and Conclusions

I The evaluation indicates that the short range sensor system
performs reasonably well in the presence of moderate amounts

of noise on relatively flat base terrains• However, perform-

I ante begins to degrade in the of non-zero local
presence

: slopes and noise. Frequently these effects cause the system

to confuse a clear terrain for an impassable feature. Simula-

• _ tlon results for these cases seem to indicate that improper

_ • gimballing due to range and slope measurement noise is theprinciple cause of confusion.

i; As a final examination of the short range sensor system's

performance the system was tested on the boulder-crater field

shown in Fig. 85. The vehicle path map shows that the system

_{ I performed reasonably well and successfully reached the target.
_; An interesting aspect of the system's behavior is exhibited

i
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as the vehicle approaches the two boulders near the target il

I position. The vehicle path oscillates between the boulders !
because the system has no memory capability to keep it from I

i repeating the same mistakes.
4. Recommendations

1 'All of the simulations indicate that a memory capability and _
more extensive path selection algorithm would enhance the

system's performance. The system should be modified so as to

not only estimate the size, type, and location of detectedobstacles but to store this information for future reference.

In addition, keeping a record of the current average in-path

" slope would lend itself to estimating the type of terrain thatis being traversed. This information could be used to control

the vehicle's speed and the sensors' orientations in order to i

_ obtain better performance near the crest of a hill or on a

_ rolling incline. Finally, the simulation should be expanded !b
to include a scanning operation that would require a finite
amount of time and take into account the vehicle's motion

t during scan periods. :

D. Addition of Fi,lite Vehicle Width

Ii An on-going task is the enhancement of the realism of the vehicle's L

systems and dynamics. Another improvement in this realism was made by

I! the inclusion of the finite width of the vehicle. Previously, thevehicle was modeled as a point mass positioned at the center of the

front edge of the vehicle. As a result, without a sensing and obstacle

F avoidance system, the vehicle would collide only with obstacles directly rin the front of it, and could pass between two obstacles which were

closer together than the assumed vehicle width.

T The method use( to implement the width of the vehicle involves the
calculation of terrain heights at points along the entire front edge

of the vehicle and at points ".TEP" meters in front of the vehicle_

I where "STEP" is the distance traveled by the vehicle in each pathincrement (pre_ ntly assumed to be 1/2 meter)° The terrain heights are

then used to compute in-path slopes which are compared to threshold

i values set by the user. If any calculated slope exceeds the thresholdvalue, the simulation assumes an obstacle has been encountered, the

vehicle backs up, and a new path is _elected.

i A test simulation was developed to determine the validity of the newvehicle model. Conditions for the simulation were such that the sensor

would fail to detect a boulder placed off-center between the vehicle

I and its target. Without the program changes, the vehicle would havepassed through the boulder and arrived at the target. The test verified ,_

the expected operation of the vehicle; the vehicle collided with the _.

I boulder and avoidance procedures were undertaken.
q

E. Program Maintenance

The growth in size and sophistication of the path selection simulation
program has created problems in several areas of _

! •
i
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!
of program maintenance. Two of these areas have been given serious

consideration, and corrective measures are being implemented.

, I. Construction of a Disk-Orlented Pro_ramPackaKe

• Handling a large volume of computer cards is always

" awkward and increases the probability that the program

wi_l be impaired during handling. To alleviate this

i problem, the source and object code for the path selection
- simulation program has been placed on disk files, and is

now accessible through an assembly language monitor/text-

i editor for updating, compilation, link-editing, and execu-

tion. Copies of the necessary files will be maintained on

cards and/or magnetic tape to guard against permanent loss.

I 2. Organization of a System for Program Documentation

A programmer's first concern is usually to make his code

" ! interface with the computer as cleanly and clearly as

possible, because he needs results. However, if the program

is to be used repeatedly by persons other than the original

i programmer, an interface must be generated for humans, namely,
good program documentation. To satisfy the needs of all

anticipated users as adequately as possible, a three-segment

,_ |" system was conceived having each segment directed at a specific
_" " |_ level of understanding. The first section will give instruc-

tions for using the program, e.g., data formats and keywords.

1 li The second section will be a prograrmner's guide with a block
diagram, flowcharts, and a commented listing of each routine.

The final section will be a program logic manual which speci-

: fles the models, formulae, and assumptions used in constructing

_! the variou_ elements of the simulation program. In addition,•- styles for program coding have been adopted which will be ad-
' hered to b all" future programmers.

F. Future Work

I _ The activities of the coming year will be devoted to the tasks listed

." _ L below, along with their target dates:

I. Evaluation and specification of a multiple beam, mld-range, _ sensor system with memory capability (Novel_er 1974).

_ 2. Continued development and evaluation of a very short range

I sensor system (rcbr_ry 1975). /
3. Preliminary evaluation of obstacle i_tification by cdge

"I," detecti°n (March 1975)" a__tive( 4. Continued development of alte sensor and path selec-

• tlon concepts (May 1975).

|
_" 5. Continued improvement and documentation of simulation program

: _ (May 1975).

|
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] Task D. Chemical Analysis of Specimens

_ One important phase of the initial missions to Mars is the search for

i organic matter and living organisms on the martian surface• The present concept
for attaining this objective consists of subjecting samples of the atmosphere and
surface material to certain chemical and biochemical reactions and thereafter

" analyzing the products produced, probably in a combination chromatograph/mass
gas

spectrometer (GC/MS). The gas chromatograph is proposed for separating complex
mixtures evolved from the experiments into small groups of similar chemical species.

Chemical analysis of these groups would be accomplished in the mass spectrometer.It is the objective of this task to prcvide engineering techniques and criteria for

designing such a system.
!

! Most of the previous effort has involved the systems analysis of the gas

' chromatograph using simulation, Ref. 21 and 22. This technique uses mathematic#l
models, which incorporate fundamental parameters evaluated from reported experiments,

4,__ I to explore various concepts and to direct further experimental research. Application
, of prior work to multicomponent chemical systems and improvement of the mathematical

_ model were considered during the past year.
|

I Task problems were attacked by a three-member team, each of whom pursued

a specific assignment:

i _ i. Chromatograph system characteristics L

i _ I! 2e Chromatographsimulationdevelopment

i i _' a. Multicomponent chromatography
b. Chromatograph model improvement r i

] ¢
I _ D.I. Chromatograph System Characteristics - A. N. Stovall

_ Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. Lashmet

" • It is the objective of this subtask to develop techniques for design-
ing chromatograph systems using simulation models currentl> under

_ I study, Ref. 23. As the purpose of the chromatograph is to separate

_ i chemical species, the initial effort involved a quantitative defini-

m

tlon of resolution or degree of separation obtained in a specific _

I _ design under particular operating conditions. A large of re-
value

I|
• _ _ solution should imply a chromatogram having distinct peaks, whereas

i a low value should suggest poor separation or overlapping peaks. Re-

, solution should be a function of the physical parameters of the

_I chromatograph.

Resolution R has been defined in the literature, Ref. 24, as

Q T2- T1R

(WI + W2)/2 ,,

! -
• where

_ TI,T2 = peak times for first and second component,
i_ respectively _"

I WI,W 2 = base widths for first and second component
peaks, respectively

I
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For almost symmetrical peaks, resolution of unity corresponds
J

to peak bases immediately adjacent to one another with no over-

- lapping. Overlapping peaks give resolution of less than unity.The _ove parameters may be approximated by the moments, Ref.
24 and 25:

I

where

_(i) = the peak mean or first time-moment aboutthe origin.

!' I _(2) ffi thethemean.Varianceor second time-moment about
e

" | Resolution now becomes

0

[ i _ :|. )2 + (2)1 L

i These moments may be calculated from the model equations andare functions of the system parameters, Ref. 25.

,- Further investigationshowed this definitiontobe independent
• of sample size or composition. Fig. 86 shows that the chromato-

I _ grams of the same chemical but of different sample sizes are
i _ _ different although they have the same moments. Because of this

i ";_ [ characteristic, resolution as defined above inadequately repre-
- seated separation in mixtures of similar components having widely

_ different sampl sizes. Fig. 87 shows such a system where the

_, _ leading edge of the large chromatogram largely obscured the chroma-

i L togram of the trace component. Thus another definition of resolu-

I _ tion or separation, sensitive to sample size, was required.
I

In a chromatogram, the output _ignal is the sum of composition
_ contributions of all components. Based on this concept, chroma-

c . _ _ tograph performance, designated by the term separation (S) to
_ distinuish it from the previously used resolution (R)was defined

' : _ U as

4b_ _ where

SI = separation of component i for the

;_' peak where the component predominates.

I Ai = contribution of i to the
component

_" area under the peak where the component

predominates

i; A = total area under the peak of interest.
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I In these studies, the areas were cJmputed over the finite
peak W as givezl approximately by the second moment or vari-
ance, Fig. 86. Prior studies have shown that at leas_ 94% of

the chromatogram area lies within this region. S_ is the
effective composition of component I in the pea_ where com-
ponent i should appe'r. It ranges from unity for complete
separation to zero in. _ssentially no separation; i.e., the
sample is small compared to amounts of other interfering
chemlcals." Thus each component is assigned a value of S
indicative of its separation from the other components. For
excellent separation, a high value of S, perhaps 0.85 or
higher, is expected.

To evaluate this concept of separation, a computer procedure _'_
was developed to simulate the chromatograph. Simulation was
accomplished by numerically convolvlng a previc.usly developed

I mathematical model with typical sample injection pulses repre- _sented by data. These studies were limited to a simple binary

system, to system characteristics similar to those of the experl- !

mental test facility, and to the simple ¢_uilibrium adsorption II
model, Ref. 25. Effects of the following design parameters upon

!

chromatograph i_rformance were determined: column and packing I
dimensions, injection vulse characteristics, relative sample

amounts, carrier gas vel_,clty, and chemical characteristics of L

the system (the thermodynamic parameter mRo). Output informa-
tion included plots of the input pulse, the resulting chromato-

gram, and output curves corresponding to the two components ifinjected separately. SeparatiJn as defined above was also deter-

mined. Representative simulations appear in the next four figures.

I" "Fig. 87 described earlier shows componcnt 2 is well separated
(S=0.97) whereas the component having a small sample size is ob-

scured (S=0.26). Tripling the column length as shown by the

simulation of Fig. 88 yields complete separa:ion. Other simula-tions showed the importance of sample injection in obtaining good

L Ii separation. Fig. 89 shows essentially no s_ _aration between two

similar species when the sample was injected as a broad pulse.

Decrease of the sample injection time (actually obtained exFeri-

mentally by modifying the injection block of the test facilty)

! significantly improved the separation, rig. 90.
I4

Comparison of the moment-defined resolution R and the area=

defined sepe_ation S in Fig. 91 shows the two methods for repre-

I senting chromtograph performance are equivalent for widely separatedpeaks (R > 1.8). _or peaks which are close, sample size becomes

important and the area-defined separation is a better index of per-

I" formance.
Analysis of many simulations showed that the qualitative trends

Ii of parameter effects which have been eported in the literaturecan easily be predicted quantltatlvel# through simulatlon,and that
the separatloni_dcx S realistically represented chromatograph

performance, h, the future, this activity will be continued and _'_',

extended as in1] ows :

I

I
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i

I. The simulation procedure will be generalized.

2. Quantitative characteristics of input pulses _"
will be determined.

systematic study of the design parameters upon li
3. A

the separation index S will be made•

D.2. Chromatograph Simulation Development

D.2.a. Multicomponent Chromatography - R. C Lavoie _,_

Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. Lashmet i

Prior efforts have shown that representation of binary chromato-i

I grams by superposition of pure component data was a first-order

#

approximation and in certain cases led to large discrepancies,
Ref. 22 and 27. This sub,ask had as its objective the generation

-' I of additional binary data and analysis of the observed nonlinear
effects. A technical report describing the progress in detail has

been issued, Ref. 26.

f-J Toward the goal of producing more accurate and useful data, modi- L

fication of the chromatograph equipment was first undertaken. The

equipment consists of a gas chromatograph column with thermistor

i _ _ probes which produced electrical signals proportional to the input
and output compositions of the test samples, Ref. 28. The signals

i r} graph. Recording accuracy was improved by replacing a discrete, F _
!

_ multiposition voltage divided in the bridge with a potentiometer

i _ to allow continuous attenuation of the thermistor signal. The,_ signals could then be adjusted to give full scale recordings on

r ! I" the oscillograph. Relative error in reading the graphical output
was reduced in some cases by a factor of 3 or 4.

_ I! It was noted that injection of liquid samples produced a dispersedpulse at the column inlet. For maximum resolution, the sample in-

puL to the column should be a sharp, narrow pulse as noted in Fig.

Ii 89 a_d 90. Modifications were made to the sample injection blockwhich was a cylindrical chamber containing an electrical heater.

'_ A cylindrical sleeve, d_signed to reduce dead volume, was fitted

'_ I_ into the chamber and power to the block heater was increased to

I_ [! hasten sample vaporization. As seen in Fig. 92, the input pulze
was markedly improved by the changes.

| In the experimental program, new data were collected to supplement i'_ _ previous data and to explain deviations from predicted resuJts .
Major deviations were encounLered in using the Carle minivalve to

|_ inject gas samples such as ethylene, and in running binary samples _[
on the Ch omosorb-102 column. In the ethylene system, a sharp_

narrow input produced a low, flat output pulse with excessive tail-

ing, whereas the model predicted a relatively sharp, high output

_' _ peak, Ref. 22. It was noted that the porous Chromosorb-102 column,Table VII, might be poorly represented by the model w_ich assumed
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no porosity. However, similar behavior resulted when using a
Carbowax-1500 column, Table VII, which was believed to be nonporous.

At the column entrance (input), the maximum composition of ethylene

was computed as 0.2 mole fraction. As the mathematical models as-
. sumed dilute mixtures, a composition effect was suspect. Reducing

the maximum concentration at the column inlet to about 0.07 mole

fraction by increasing the mean time of the injection peak from 0.I

second to 12.5 seconds provided the column with a more diluLe mix- i

ture, and the system was well simulated, Fig. 93. I
I
I

Model predictions of binary sample separation were based on linear I_
superposition of pure component data. Pentane-heptane samples on

porous Chrcmosorb-102 deviated markedly from this model, and the

thermodynamic parameter mR 0 was shown to vary with the amount of

the component in the injected sample, Ref. 26. Attempts to separate

g i these components on the non-porous Carbowax-1500 column to determine 4b

I if porosity was a factor were not successful. A new, non-porous

column composed of di-2-ethy!-hexyl sebacate (DES) on an inert sub-

strate, Table VII was purchased and tested.
.['

•

I Data from this column were especially well-modeled by the simple
equilibrium adsorption model, Ref. 25. Pure pentane and heptane

i I samples were _un at temperatures of 50 to 125° C, and adsorption L
i [ activation energies of 4.0 and 6.6 kcal/mo!e respectively were de-

rived from temperature behavior of the thermodynamic parameter mR O.

[_ Sample sizes ranging from 0.2 to 3.0 microlitersgave no significantdifferences in values of mF_. Binary samples were run, and linear

! I_ superposition of pure component data predicted the binary results

well. Comparison of the simulation with experimental data, shown

' typically in Fig. 94, indicated a slight non-linear effect in the
heptane data. However, considering the error in determining the

• | parameter mR O from pure component data, the simulation and experi- i

'_ I_ mental results were essentially the same. IL

The compositicn-dependent effect noted for the pure ethylene system

Ii and the pentane-heptane binary on Chromosorb 102 suggested an investi-gation of sample-size behavior of pure pentane and heptane systems.

Experiments using pure heptane samples ranging from 0.2 to 3.0 micro- N

I" liters showed the parameter mR O to be sample-slze dependent for thepure component, Fig. 95. Fig.95 al_ shows the variation of the

heptane mR O values in the binary systems with the amount of heptane

• present in the originally injected mixture. As the two sets of data

the within experimental it was concluded that inter-
were same er':or,

actions between pentane and heptane had a negligible effect upon mR O

and that any composition dependence was primarily due to the actual

i composition of the component in the carrier gas stream. This further

'_ suggested that the linear isotherm used in deriving the simulation
model be replaced by a nonlinear isotherm which would exhibit the ob-

I_ served nonlinear effects.

Preliminary studies using the nonlinear Langmuir isotherm, which is

simple, has a theoretical basis, reduces to the linear isotherm forvery dilute mixtures, and can be extended directly to multicomponent

systems, have shown that large samples elute sooner than small samples

and exhibit more tailing. As these characteristics were observed in

t
b
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J the data, future work will involve examination of the resulting
nonlinear system model.

D.2.b. Chromatograph Model Improvement - P. T. Woodrow
Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. Lashmet

The objective of this task was the development and verification of

a mathematical model that adequately predicts the component behavior
of a sample injected into a gas chromatograph. A comprehensive

model, in the form of a set of coupled, partial differential equa-
tions, was developed and studied using the techniques of moment

analysis. These studies are described in detail in two technical

I reports which have been issued, Ref. 29 end 30. This model i_=ludedthe following transport mechanisms: axial diffusion, axial convec-

tion, mass transfer between the interparticle and Intraparticle

4, I regions, intraparticle diffusion, and a finite rate of adsorption

' I within the p_rticle. Moment analysis of this model has shown it to
J ' be more capable of predicting characteristics of actual data than

the simpler models previously studied, Ref. 22. Details on modelI

" I development, appropriate boundary and initial conditions, and moment
analysis have been documented (Ref. 29).

Because of the complexity of the model, analytical techniques were L.
| not feasible and a study of applicable n,_erlcal techniques was made.

_ The technique of orthogoual collocation, Ref. 31, was studied and

I applied to several systems of equations to determine if it could bei used routinely for numerical solutions and hence verification of the

i _ _ complicated chromatograph model. Three models of increasing complex-

_ _ Ity, shown in Fig. 96, were considered: I) a simple, diffusion-
fl _ convection model; 2) a rate-of-adsorption limited, Inter-intrapartlcle I
! ; model; and 3) an inter-lntraparticle model with negllgible mass trans-

_ icr resistance. ,.

- _ I The study of this sequence of systems was motivated by the knowledge
/

that systems I and 2 have known, exact, analytical solutions, and

! I slmulatlons using orthogonal collocatlon could be evaluated dlrectly._ ' In addition, this sequence provided an opportunity to appraise the

i technique of orthogoual collocation in its ability to solve systems
; _ t of one, two, and three coupled, partial differential equations. The

" I orthogonal collocation treatment reduced the models to sets of
_ ordinary differential equations which were integrated using the

I ' _ Bullrsch-Stocr extrapolation technique, Ref. 32. Shifted Legendre
[ polynomials were used as the collocation functions.I

_ The simple model, system 1 of Fig. 96, was studied using unit rect- !J

[ angular pulses and actual d_a as forcing functions for high and low

'_ i I values of the Peclet number Pe. Fig. 97 shows a third order collo-
cation solution using actual data as a forcing function. Fig. 98 i

' ! shows a fifteenth order simulation which agreed almost exactly with i

I the analytical solution except for small oscillations where the res-

I I ponse should have been essentially zero. This behavior was inherent

in the method. Increasing the order of the collocation approximation
reduced the magnitude of the oscillations so that they became unim-

portant when compared to the magultude of the simulated response.
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i. Simple, diffusion-convection model:

t

2. Inter-intraparticlemodel w,i.thoutdiffusion

i • '.\z "-_z NRU

t •
', = NN ( ) L
L

' I! *

i _ y = mx

;i I _
7

' i•:. 3. Inter-intraparticlemodel with diffusion
r

I ,i =:-.

t f'
I

, Ii , .Q _ _ = N_ ,yl-yi)

-II-

i Fig. 96. Equations Being Studied by Orthogonal Collocatlon
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i Fig. 99 and i00 show the simulation o_ the simple inter-intraparticle

model, system 2 of Fig. 96, using 15 and 21 collocation points res-

i pectively. Again, oscillations were present, and high order collo-cation was required to satisfactorily approximate the analytical

solution. _lis problem was more complex than the previous problem

in that two coupled partial differential equations were treated. As

i shown in T_ble VIII, computation time became large.

The current investigation was terminated with the application of

orthogonal collocation to the inter-intraparticle-diffusion model

!_ (system 3 of Fig. 96) which had no known analytic solution. Unlike

the previous two problems where only one spatial domain was dis-

cretized, this problem required orthogonal collocation discretiza- d,_

tions for both the interparticle and intraparticle regions and the

order of the numerical problem became high. Several cases were

studied for short computer run times, and the results were extrapola-

I' ted to give estimates of computer requi£ements necessary to complete _

the analysts. As sho_a in Table VIII, the computation times suggeated

a thorough analysis was not feasible using orthogonal collocation as

it was formulated in this study.

In summary, it was found that simulation of the complicated model using

i orthogonal collocation, while being more efficient than traditional

i numerical schemes, was too time-consuming to be practical. A review of
the prior-studied systems which were not well-representLd by the simple,

L_ _ equilibrium adsorption model and additional experimental work showed

I the chromatographic data were sample-size dependent (Task D.2.a. above):

_ I i.e., peak times and spreading depended upon the amount or composition
of the sample. Furthermore, chromatograms resulting from reducedi

i" sample sizes were well-represented by the'simple simulation model, and

ii discrepancies in simulating binary systems using superposition were
qualitatively explained.

Based upon these observations,it is proposed that research on the co_--

plicated inter-intraparticlr model be terminated and that a compo_iZion-
dependent el. ect such as the nonlinear Langmuir adsorption isoth_n be

• l" incorporated in the sample, equilibrium adsorption model. The resulting
I

partial differential equation is nonlinear so a numerical procedure must

be used for simulation. As a relatively simple mathematical system is "-

" involved, finite difference schemes or orthogonal col]oca£ion may be -praztical _or numerical computations.
J

i
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i TABLE Vlll

• Summary of Orthogonal Collocation Simulation Times

I

Rate-of-Adsorption Limited, Inter-Intraparticle Model
A

i Number of Collocation PointsI

,, I Com_ut er 3 7 15 21

l
, IBM 360/50 6.49 min. 23.5 min. i00 rain. 350 rain.

(estimated) (estimated)

I CDC 7600 0.316 min. 2.87 rain.

TI All execution times are for single precision integration up to 90 units of
' dimensionless time.
L

i I'

't I, _ Inter- Int raDarticle-Diffusion Model

, _ Collocation Points
•- _0 System Estimated Execution

Axial Radial Order Time (min.)*

I 3 1 9 630

I _ 3 3 21 22500 -.
7 I 21 1442

,_ , _ 7 3 49. 90000
¥

I 15 1 45 3750
I

.Q. I . IBM 360/50 single precision integration up to 90 units of
dimensionless time.

I

!
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